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Abstract: Aim – To discover if better decisions in sales forecasting can be made in 

terms of shareholder value and time taken for the decision, by looking at information 

on animated graphs in comparison to looking at the information in tables. 

Background – Research  has  been  done  in  the  area  to  compare  the  use  of  tables  or  

static graphs in making business decisions. The results of these studies show mixed 

results, where some find that tables are more effective and some state that graphs 

outperform tables. Research in the field of animation is discussed, and it is concluded 

that research comparing animated graphs to tables is limited and shows potential. 

Methodology – The study was performed as an experiment, where 64 subjects in total 

participated and were divided into 2 groups: those who made the decision on sales 

forecasting with tables and those who made the decision with animated graphs. A 

fictitious company (Horizon Wireless), whose information was provided by the 

company Business Game Factory was used for the purpose of the experiment. 

Participants provided their resolution based on the information available. Last, they 

filled out a questionnaire. 

Results/Findings – The quality of the decisions made was evaluated by determining 

the resulting shareholder values and other variables out of both groups and 

statistically comparing them to discover which group performed better. The results 

show that the group that did the experiment with tables obtained a greater shareholder 

value and took less time to do the experiment. Additional findings show that the 

greater shareholder value for the group with graphs was due mainly to the factors 

Market Shares, Units Sold, Product Margins, Sales, for one of the products in 

question (Media). It was also discovered that the group with graphs felt that the 

visualization was more useful for selecting among alternative courses of action than 

the group with tables. 
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE SUBJECT 
 

This chapter discusses the research background in section 1.1, presents the research objective 

in section 1.2 and the empirical method of the study in section 1.3. Also, the structure of the 

thesis is outlined at the end of the chapter (section 1.4). 

1.1 Background 
 
Many decision makers in modern organizations face the problem of an increasing 

vulnerability to the vast amount of information from the web and other sources. This prevents 

them from making the best decisions to optimize their processes. With this flood of data, we 

must find ways to assist business decision makers in extracting the information the data 

contains.  

 

Many authors agree that to manage the immense amount of information that we are currently 

exposed to, it is indispensable to work on the area of visualization. As Gershon and Eick 

(1997) put it:  

 

-The explosive growth of the Internet, the overall computerization of the business and 

defense sectors, and the deployment of data warehouses have created a widespread 

need—and an emerging appreciation—that visualization techniques are an essential 

tool for the broader business and technical communities.- (Gershon and Eick, 1997) 

 

To improve the correctness and quality of their analysis, decision makers have made great 

efforts to use visualization tools. “As the amount of data to be analyzed increases and the 

requirements on quality of decisions is rising, further advancement in the field of visualization 

is needed in order to deal with the higher demands.” (Tekušová and Kohlhammer, 2007) 

 

Following authors’ suggestions, the area of visualization of information will be studied in this 

thesis in the context of decision making, through an experiment to determine if animated 

graphs can be used to make better decisions on sales forecasting in comparison to tables. 

 

Studies evaluating the effectiveness of tables and graphs will be studied in the literature. 

There are mixed results as to whether tables or graphs produce better results in decision 

making. Later, we discuss animation used in the same context. After surveying these studies it 
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was determined that there is a gap in the research as to whether animation can improve the 

quality of decisions made. The research objective is to fill that existing gap in the literature. 

 
1.2  Research Objective 
 

This research contributes to the extensive discussion in recent literature on visualization. The 

objective of the research is to discover if different ways of visualizing information have an 

effect on the quality of decisions made. More specifically, the aim is to find out if animated 

graphs can improve the quality of decisions in sales forecasting, in comparison to tables. 

 

The effects of different visualization methods of representing information in decision making 

are examined, as these are considered to be the major recent developments of methods of 

information visualization influencing decision making.  

 

Research question: Can animated graphs used for Sales Forecasting decisions improve the 

quality of decisions made in comparison to tables? 

 

1.3  The Empirical Method 
 

The empirical method of the study is quantitative research. This research method was chosen 

because it is considered to be the most suitable regarding the research objective. Data 

collection was executed by performing an experiment on a total of 64 subjects. Students with 

management backgrounds were chosen for the experiment, as they were considered more 

likely to be familiar with decisions about sales forecasting. The empirical method is discussed 

in detail in the research methodology part of the thesis. 

 

1.4  Structure of the Thesis 
 

The theoretical part of the study consists of four chapters. Chapter one is the introduction and 

it describes the background of the thesis topic, the research objective, the empirical method 

and the structure of the thesis. These issues are presented briefly to give an introduction on 

the subject and to outline the basis of the research. The information visualization field is 

described in the second chapter in order to give an in-depth view of the major issues dealt 
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with. In the third chapter, specific attention is given to studies relating to the effects of using 

graphs or tables in the process of analyzing information to obtain a decision. Chapter four 

discusses the area of animation. 

 

The empirical part of the thesis consists of four chapters. It begins with chapter five by 

introducing the methodology of the study including the presentation of the research 

hypotheses and research model. The company who provided the information for the 

experiment, Business Game Factory, is also discussed, along with the description of the 

information the participants used to make their decision. Chapter five also covers the structure 

of the questionnaire. Chapter six talks about the data used to obtain the results. It mentions the 

sample,  descriptive  statistics,  the  outliers,  and  a  normality  test  performed  on  the  32  

observations of each group. The empirical results were introduced in chapter seven, where 

they are analyzed to conclude on the hypotheses. The statistical tests used to obtain the results 

are explained and the validity, reliability and generalizability are discussed in this chapter. In 

chapter eight, the conclusions of the research are presented and suggestions for further 

research are proposed. 

2. THE INFORMATION VISUALIZATION FIELD 

 
2.1 Objective and Structure of the Chapter 
 

This chapter discusses the issues that considered the most relevant regarding the area of 

visualization. Section 2.2 gives definitions of visualization. The purposes of visualization are 

presented in Section 2.3, and the first visualizations in economics in section 2.4. Section 2.5 

talks about information obtained in visualization, and 2.6 about visualization for problem 

solving tasks. Section 2.7 exposes the problem of information overload. Visualization 

technologies are introduced in section 2.8 and last, a summary is presented in section 2.9.  

 

2.2 Definition of Visualization  
 

The definition of visualization according to McCormick et al. of pioneers in the field is that 

visualization is “the use of computers or techniques for comprehending data or to extract 

knowledge from the results of simulations, computations, or measurements.” (Telea, 2008, 

pg. 4) The visualization definitions seen nowadays go a bit deeper. 
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For Williams et al, as cited in Telea (2008), visualization is “A cognitive process performed 

by humans in forming a mental image of a domain space.” (pg. 3) Various authors agree that 

visualization is an activity which a human being engages in. It is a cognitive activity (Ware 

2004; and MacEachren, 1995 as cited by Spence, pg. 1) because it goes on in the mind and 

the result is internal to the human being. This makes visualization have the value of gaining 

insight and understanding. (Spence, 2001, pg.1) 

 

Norman concurs with the cognitive process:  

 

Without external aids,  memory, thought,  and reasoning are all  constrained…The real 

powers come from devising external aids that enhance cognitive abilities. How have 

we increased memory, thought, and reasoning? By the invention of external aids: It is 

things that make us smart. (Norman, 1993, p.43, as cited from Card et al. 1999, pg. 1) 

 

From these definitions we can see the importance of human thoughts and perceptions for the 

success of the creation and use of visualization tools. 

 

Visualization involves constructing graphics that allow humans to understand complex 

information. Fayyad and Gershon et al. define visualization identically and in a simple way, 

by saying that “visualization links the two most powerful information processing systems 

known- the human mind and the modern computer.” (Gershon et al., 1997 and Fayyad et al., 

2002)  

 

All the authors are of the opinion that visualization enables a cognitive process which takes 

place in the brain. Visualization aims to present to us information which was too much or too 

hard for our brain to analyze. It allows us to analyze things that we previously would have 

been challenged to understand.  
 

2.3 The Purpose of Visualization  
 

The purpose of visualization, according to Card et al. (1999) is “insight, not pictures.” (Card 

et al. 1999) Card et al. (1999) add that the main goals of the acquired insight should be 

“discovery, decision making, and explanation” (pg. 6). They state that information 
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visualization is considered useful depending on how it increases our ability to perform these 

and other cognitive activities. Telea (2008) adds that the insight should be obtained with the 

use of interactive graphics. (pg. 3) 

 

Additionally, according to Grinstein and Ward (1997), visualization does not replace 

quantitative analysis; it allows the quantitative analysis to be focused. (Grinstein and Ward, 

1997, as cited by Tegarden, 1999) Tegarden (1999) adds that visualization, “when used 

appropriately,  can  allow  the  decision-maker  to  find  the  information  in  the  data.”  Also,  that  

visualization  allows  exploiting  the  human visual  system to  extract  information  from data.  It  

provides an overview of complex data sets and identifies structure, patterns, trends, 

anomalies, and relationships in data. (Tegarden, 1999) Card et al. (1991) concurs on the 

ability of visualization to help detect patterns through aggregation and abstraction of data. 

(Card et al., 1991). It additionally assists in identifying the areas of interest to the viewer. 

  

Tufte, (1986) as cited by Bellamy et al. (2007), states that visualizations can reduce the effort 

needed to search for information because they are dense, portraying a large amount of data in 

a small space. Larkin and Simon (1987) further say that visualizations support perceptual 

inference, making some problems to become obvious, and allowing a large number of 

elements to be monitored. (Larkin and Simon, 1987, as cited by Bellamy) As the final point, 

when visualizations are interactive and malleable, they can be directed by users to examine 

particular areas of interest. (Bellamy et al., 2007) 
 

Card et al. (1999) propose 6 major ways in which visualizations can amplify cognition from a 

study of the literature: 

 

1. By increasing the memory and processing resources available to the users. This can 

be done by using the resources of the visual system directly. They can also allow the 

environment to store details close to where they need to be used. (Like in maps.) 

2. By reducing the search of information. Visualizations can reduce the search for data 

by grouping or visually relating information. They can compact information into small 

space  and  allow  hierarchical  search  by  using  overviews  to  locate  areas  for  more  

detailed search. 

3. By using visual representations to enhance the detection of patterns. Aggregations of 

data can reveal themselves through clustering or common visual properties. 
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4. By enabling perceptual inferences easily. Visualizations enable complex specialized 

graphical computations which allow such inferences, like in physics or math. 

5. By using perceptual attention mechanisms for monitoring. Visualization can allow for 

the monitoring of a large number of potential events if the display is organized so that 

these stand out by appearance or motion. 

6. By encoding information in a manipulable medium. Unlike static diagrams, 

visualizations  can  allow exploration  of  a  space  of  parameter  values  and  can  amplify  

user operations. (Card et. al, 1999, pg. 16) 

 

2.4 First Visualizations in Economics and Decision Making 
 

It often took hundreds of years to come up with the “best” visualization. Tufte (2001) explains 

that according to the historical record, no one had yet come up with the idea of replacing 

latitude and longitude on a map with other dimensions, such as time and money until 1786, 

when the first economic time-series was plotted. (Tufte, 2001) 

 

William Playfair (1759-1823) was a Scottish political economist which pioneered the use of 

time series and relational graphs in economics. See Figure 1 for an example of his work, 

published in his Commercial and Political Atlas. 
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Figure 1: William Playfair, 1786 (Tufte, 1983, pg.92, Graphics Press, 2001) 

  

Visualizations have always played a role in the decision making process. An example is the 

Cholera epidemics in London’s Soho district in 1854. John Snow, M.D., the medical officer 

for London at that time, was in charge of bringing the outbreak under control. He obtained a 

list of deaths from cholera and used a map to dot each death. With the help of this map, Snow 

observed that most deaths were concentrated around the Broad Street pump, and that this was 

the probable cause for the epidemics. The handle of the Broad Street pump was removed and 

the epidemics ended. As a result of Snow’s discovery it became obvious that cholera was 

transmitted by impure water. (Tufte, 2001 pg. 24) See Figure 2 for an example of the map 

Snow used to make his discovery. 
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Figure 2: John Snow 1854 (Tufte, 1983, p.24, Graphics Press, 2001) 

 

Grant (2005) expresses that little has changed in the graphics we use to represent key 

management data since William Playfair published his Commercial and Political Atlas in 

1786. In the meantime, many areas of science and engineering have seen interactive computer 

graphics transform the way they explore and present data. (Grant et al. 2005) More of this will 

be discussed in the next sections. 

 

2.5 Information obtained in Visualization  
 

Telea (2008), states that we can obtain two types of information from a visualization 

application: answers and facts. (pg.4) The questions that will be answered can be quantitative 

or qualitative. Visualization is useful for both extremely precise and very vague questions. In 

the case of quantitative questions, there are many instances in which visualization of 

information works better for answering them. In this case, the answer to the question may be 

more than one number. (Telea 2008 pg. 4-6) 
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As well as quantitative, there are questions of qualitative nature. In this case, the question can 

have a very vague definition and the data high variability. For these reasons, it can be difficult 

to answer the question and the ability of a human to make decisions is necessary, with the 

support of visualization. (Telea, 2008 pg 4-6) 

 

When starting a visualization project it is common to focus on the data that has been collected 

so far. Nevertheless, information visualization starts with identifying the questions that you 

want answered. You want to know why the data was collected, what is interesting about it and 

to identify the question you want answered. “The more specific you can make the question, 

the more specific and clear the visual result will be.” (Fry, 2008, pg. 4) 

 

In  the  case  of  the  experiment  we  will  describe  in  the  methodology  chapter  of  the  present  

thesis, the question the subjects of the experiment wanted to answer to make their decision 

was,  “What should the price be for next period and what sales volume will  result  from that 

price?” The question had a qualitative nature, and the decision maker needed to come up with 

an answer. The visualization was needed to obtain facts that would help the subject make his 

or her decision. More about the decision made in the experiment will be discussed in the 

methodology chapter (Chapter five). 

 

2.6 Visualization for Problem Solving Tasks 
 

According to Grinstein and Ward (1997), the problem solving tasks that visualization 

technology can address are: exploratory, confirmatory and production (Grinstein and Ward, 

1997 as cited by Tegarden, 1999) 

  

Tegarden (1999) explains that exploratory tasks are dynamic and users normally search for 

structure and trends that can be gathered from the visualization. The users are also trying to 

create or test hypotheses about the basic information. Confirmatory tasks are stable, 

predictable and the users are interested in confirming an already existing hypothesis about the 

data. Lastly, production-based tasks are facts to be presented, such as reporting systems, 

where the users already have a validated hypothesis and are using a visualization-based 

report. (Tegarden, 1999) The goal is to obtain visualization that makes the facts apparent.  
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2.7 The problem of Information Overload 
 

Information load is “generally conceived as the amount of data to be processed per unit of 

time” (Wright, 1974 as cited by Benbasat, 1986) Information overload is “the combination of 

too much information and too little information processing capability.” (Schick, 1990 as cited 

by Chan, 2001) Information load has been related to cognitive strain, according to Benbasat. 

(1986) 

 

Understanding this phenomenon is important because there is a widespread belief that 

information overload leads to poor decisions, as Chan (2001) explains. To mitigate the 

adverse effects of information overload on decision quality, decision-makers may make use of 

decision  aids.  One  example  of  a  decision  aid  that  has  been  widely  investigated  in  other  

contexts of information systems research is the use of graphs. (Chan, 2001) 

 

Pomeranz (2000) points out that corporate annual reports have included too much financial 

information that may confuse readers, instead of helping them understand the financial 

position of a company. As a result, managers are commonly working in an environment of 

information overload. (Chan, 2001) A recent trend is to use more graphs in these reports to 

make them easier to read (Beattie and Jones, 1999-2000). (As cited by Chan 2001) 

 

2.8 Visualization Technologies 
 

Tegarden (1999) states that visualization technologies fall into three general classes: scientific 

visualization, data/information visualization, and virtual reality. In this thesis we will discuss 

scientific visualization, information visualization, and its subdivision, business visualization. 

We will focus on the area of business visualization. 

 

2.8.1 Scientific Visualization 
 

Scientific visualization consists of the subject of continuous data. The name comes from the 

fact that continuous data usually measure physical quantities that are studied by various 

scientific and engineering fields, such as physics, chemistry, mechanics or engineering. 

(Telea, 2008) As Schroeder et al., (1998) puts it, scientific visualization deals with “the 

transformation of data produced through scientific or engineering calculations or experiments 
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into images.” (Schroeder, Martin, and Lorensen, 1998, as cited by Tegarden, 1999) Card et al. 

(1999) adds that scientific visualization is a “tool to permit handling large sets of scientific 

data and to enhance scientists’ ability to see phenomena in the data. (Card et al., 1999) 

 

Thalmann (1990) states that scientific visualization allows researchers to observe the results 

of numerical simulations using complex graphical representations. Visualization provides a 

method for seeing what is normally not visible. (Thalmann, 1990) Bonneau adds that the area 

is “concerned with techniques that allow scientists and engineers to extract knowledge from 

the results of simulations and computations.” (Bonneau, 2006) 

 

2.8.2 Information Visualization 
 

Information visualization combines aspects of scientific visualization, human-computer 

interfaces, data mining, imaging, and graphics. The principal task of information visualization 

is to allow information to be derived from data. (Spence, 2001) In contrast to most scientific 

visualization, which focuses on data, (McCormick, et al., 1987, as cited by Gershon and Eick) 

information visualization focuses on information, which is often abstract. (Gershon and Eick, 

1997)  

 

Information visualization extends scientific visualization, toward understanding non-spatial, 

higher dimension data. (Fayyad et al., 2002) A relatively younger visualization branch, it 

consists of the subject of discrete or abstract data, without a continuous equivalent. (Telea, 

2008, pg. 379) Another difference from scientific visualization is that scientific data is 

frequently physically based. (Card et al. 1999, pg. 7)  Scientific visualization, generally serves 

highly trained scientists. On the other hand, information visualization is more likely to be 

used among a nontechnical community. (Gershon and Eick, 1997) 

 

Information visualization must enable users to get the information they need, make sense of it, 

and reach decisions in a relatively short time. (Gershon and Eick, 1997) Information 

visualization addresses the transformation of behavioral data into visual images that 

represents an analogy or metaphor of the problem space, e.g. investment portfolio analysis. 

(VDI, 1997 as cited from Tegarden) See Table 1 for a comparison of scientific and 

information visualization. (Obtained from Gershon and Eick, 1997) 
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  Audience  Task  Input  Input Quantity 

Scientific 

Visualization 

Specialized, 

highly technical 

Deep 

understanding 

of scientific 

phenomena 

 Physical data, 

measurements, 

simulation output Small to massive 

Information 

Visualization  

Diverse, 

widespread, less 

technical 

 Searching, 

discovering 

relationships, 

including action 

(fast many 

times!) 

Relationships, 

nonphysical data 

information Small to massive  
 

Table 1: Information visualization compared with Scientific Visualization, (Gershon and Eick, (1997), pg. 29) 

 

Examples Information Visualization used in Decision making 

 

According to Tekušová et al. (2007), “effective data presentation is essential in order for 

financial analysis to support efficient decision making, placing visualization techniques for 

financial data at the centre of interest for several decades.” (Tekušová and Kohlhammer, 

2007) 

 

Gershon and Eick, (1997) discuss different examples of information visualization 

applications in several industries, including the capital markets, retail banking, manufacturing 

and consumer goods. In the area of fixed income risk management, animation was used to 

help assess market risks. In the derivatives risk management field, visualization gives traders 

the ability to aggregate, display, and manipulate as much financial data as they required to 

make quick and informed trading decisions about how to mitigate the risk on their portfolios 

of options. In the decision support for management area, risks and returns are clearly 

displayed for each business and for the corporation as a whole.  

 

Additionally, in credit scoring visualization highlights patterns in credit performance. Existing 

credit policies can be compared with new policies, improving the effectiveness of credit 
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procedures. In retail sales activity performance over time can be “played back” in an 

animation. Product managers can review and analyze performance of consumer products and 

the various factors affecting that performance. In management reporting, managers can 

examine the bank’s exposures in its global portfolio of financial instruments. (Gershon and 

Eick, 1997) 

 

With 3D and 4D graphical representations, people can see more information, more quickly, 

and with more comprehension. Information visualization has an important role within 

organizations. The authors add that when it is effectively used, information visualization can 

accelerate perception, provide insight and control, and harness this flood of valuable data to 

gain a competitive advantage in making business decisions. (Gershon and Eick, 1997) 

 

The next section discusses an example of how visualization has been used to test its 

effectiveness in decision making. 

 

An example of Information Visualization: Korhonen (1991) 

 

In this paper, advanced techniques of computer graphics were used to illustrate numerical 

information by producing standard visual representations. Previous examples of this are 

Andrews’ curves and Chernoff’s faces. In Andrews’ technique each observation was a 

harmonic curve drawn in two dimensions. Chernoff used a face to represent each observation 

graphically by giving a meaning to each attribute. These methods were developed to illustrate 

multivariate data, but they do not provide the decision maker with enough information for 

articulating preferences. 

 

With his study, Korhonen aimed to develop an approach which transforms a vector into a 

picture in the spirit of Chernoff’s faces and Andrews’ curves, but which also enables a 

decision maker to present value information on the basis of a visual representation. This was 

done by creating a simple “harmonious house”, whose ideal or normal house was described in 

a harmonious and symmetric form. The degree to which a house resembled the ideal one 

served as a basis for evaluation. The more harmonious the house, the healthier was the 

company being represented in it. 
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The theoretical ideas were implemented in a decision support system called VICO (A VIsual 

Multiple Criteria COmparison), which made pair wise comparisons between alternatives 

possible.  A pilot  study  was  done  with  20  students  at  Helsinki  School  of  Economics,  where  

they had to evaluate the performance of 20 companies based on the harmonious houses. Their 

study proved to have promising results, with 75% recognizing at least 2 bankruptcies in the 

companies. 

 

2.8.3 Business Visualization 
 

Business information visualization, according to Tegarden (1999) is the “use of visualization 

technologies to visualize business data or information.” (Tegarden, 1999) 

 

Business information is different from other types of data because of the characteristic of 

being abstract, discrete and multi-dimensional. (Tegarden, 1999)  In addition to the problem 

of trying to represent visible properties, there is the problem of mapping non-spatial 

abstractions into visual form. (Card et al., 1999 pg. 7) The information can be historical or 

generated in real time. These characteristics make business visualization difficult. (Tegarden, 

1999) 

 

Business information has been visualized in the form of tables, outlines, pie charts, line 

graphs, and bar charts for a very long time. However, today business information 

visualization means the use of multidimensional graphics to represent business-related data or 

information. (Tegarden, 1999) Business visualization, defined by Helweg-Larsen (2007) is a 

new way of presenting financial results and information as a dynamic three-dimensional, 

colorful and live landscape. The aim of this is to provide a rich, deep understanding of 

business. (Helweg-Larsen, 2007) 

 

The advances in visualization provide the ability to use human abilities to solve business 

problems. If business problems can be visualized appropriately, it is possible to see spatial 

abilities to facilitate business decision making. (Tegarden, 1999) Virtual reality and 

visualization technologies have already been deployed in finance, litigation, marketing, 

training and organizational modeling. (Tegarden, 1999) Business graphics have made 

presentations more convincing, publications clearer and more readable, and analysis and 

decision-making faster and more accurate. (Figiel, 1985, as cited by Jarvenpaa et al, 1988) 
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Business Visualization Design 

 

In many ways, the visualization design is very similar to the design of user interface. 

(Tegarden, 1999) Shneiderman (1998) suggests that the designer should be aware of the 

diversity  of  the  potential  users  and  the  tasks  that  the  user  interface  is  to  support.  As  

Shneiderman says, “Successful designers are aware that other people learn, think, and solve 

problems in different ways.” The designer must understand the diversity of the users and their 

tasks. This can be accomplished using task analysis (Bailey, 1996), observation techniques 

(Spradley, 1980), interviews (Spradley, 1979) or scenario-based design techniques (Carroll, 

1995). (All of these as cited by Tegarden, 1999) 

 

To design effective visualizations, the designer must first understand the data that will be used 

as the basis of the visualization. The designer must identify the sources of the data, the level 

of completeness of the data, and the type of data. The user must understand the data well 

enough to design useful business information visualizations. (Tegarden, 1999) 
 

An example of Business Visualization: Helweg-Larsen and Helweg-Larsen (2007) 

 

Helweg-Larsens’ paper describes how business visualization works, and what are its benefits, 

giving some examples and uses. Through business visualization companies’ data, such as its 

financial statements, can be expressed using graphic representations. According to the 

authors, “such relational representations make concepts and relationships easier to grasp by 

people who are not financial experts.” (Helweg-Larsen and Helweg-Larsen, 2007) 

 

Business language uses color metaphors to discuss the state of a company’s finances, such as 

‘‘being in the red” (debt) and ‘‘being in the black’’ (owner’s equity). The example of business 

visualization they describe in their article builds on these familiar metaphors to make abstract 

concepts visible and tangible to people who are not accustomed to dealing with numbers.  

 

Figure 3 shows the visual representation of Harley Davidson’s publicly reported 2005 

financial statements. It can be seen by this graph that the numbers have been made visual, 

which allows us to see the income statement and balance sheet at the same time. With the help 
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of this visualization, decision makers get a sense of the health of the business and the issues 

that are unique to its business structure and position.  

 

 
Figure 3: Business Visualization for Harley Davidson, (Helweg-Larsen and Helweg-Larsen, 2007, pg 287) 

 

This business visualization also helps in comparing companies of different sizes and to 

compare the company’s past performance with its actual one. Strategic implications include a 

big picture perspective, a clearer understanding of priorities and an aid in decision-making. It 

creates a “rational understanding that improves decision-making ability of the individual and 

the business acumen of the group.” (Helweg-Larsen and Helweg-Larsen, 2007) 

 

2.9 Summary of the Chapter 
 

The aim of this chapter was to give the reader an idea of the context of the main topic that is 

discussed in this thesis: Visualization. Visualization plays an important role in organizations 

operating in the highly competitive environment of today because of its use in diverse areas. 

Therefore, the area of visualization, with its specific technologies was discussed throughout 

the chapter. 
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Many definitions of visualization were given, with which we can say that visualization is a 

cognitive process which makes use of visual representations of data. It allows the decision-

maker  to  find  the  information  in  the  data,  saves  time and  enable  the  person  to  interpret  the  

information better. The chapter also discusses that visualization can provide qualitative or 

quantitative data, depending on what it is that you want to find out from the visualization.  

 

The problem solving tasks that visualization technology can address are additionally exposed 

and discussed. These are: exploratory, confirmatory and production. In addition to 

visualization, the term information overload, the combination of too much information and 

too little information processing capability, was introduced, due to the belief that it affects the 

quality of decisions made. 

 

Specific visualization technologies include scientific visualization, information visualization 

and its subdivision, business visualization. Scientific visualization is used in the technical 

areas of physics, chemistry, and other engineering fields. It has been studied extensively, and 

it is important to also pay attention to the more abstract areas of visualization, such as 

information visualization. Information visualization turns behavioral data into visual objects 

which people can see and analyze. From this method of visualization derives business 

visualization, which is the area in which this thesis will concentrate. Business visualization, is 

the use of visualization technologies to visualize business data or information. Development 

in this area is crucial for today’s businesses and markets. 

 

Following the need to investigate ways to improve our business decisions with the use of 

business visualization, the next chapter of this thesis concentrates on tables and graphs as 

methods of visualizing business information. These will be discussed inside of the general 

subject area of business visualization, and additionally, empirical papers comparing each 

visualization method for decision making will also be exposed. Finally, conclusions will be 

drawn. 
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3. PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF TABLES AND GRAPHS 
 

3.1 Objective and Structure of the Chapter 
 

Tables and graphs as methods of visualizing information for decision making are examined in 

this chapter. Section 3.2 first presents information on tables. Thereafter, graphs are introduced 

in section 3.3 followed by earlier studies on the subject matter in section 3.4. Analysis and 

summary of the previous research is discussed in section 3.5. 

3.2 Tables 
 

Vessey and Galletta, (1991), state that tables are symbolic problem representations in that the 

information represented in them is symbolic in nature. Discrete data values are the only type 

of information directly represented in tables. Tables represent information about relationships 

only indirectly. (Vessey and Galletta, 1991) 
 

According to Helweg-Larsen and Helweg-Larsen (2007) and other researchers, people 

untrained in finance reject columns of numbers because they lack color, dimension and life. 

They can even find them intimidating. This is because the numbers do not make sense unless 

people know about the data they represent and a way of identifying connections between the 

information presented. If the viewers are presented with columns of numbers along with 

graphs representing the same information, they will first look at the chart or graph to get a 

handle on the proportionality of the information and interconnections between bits of 

information. After this examination they will look at the numbers with more detail. (Helweg-

Larsen, 2007)  

 

3.3 Graphs 
 

Graphs have been celebrated as means to augment human memory capacity and to enhance 

the ability to manipulate large quantities of data in a concurrent fashion. (Carey and White, 

1991) Graphical information presentation may be the most effective means for facilitating 

comparative analysis, pattern finding, and sequencing activities. (Thomas, 1989 as cited by 

Carey) It is important that the impact of graphs and graphical displays be understood to aid in 

the design and development of effective systems. (Carey and White, 1991) 
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According to Larkin and Simon (1987) (as cited by Vessey et al. 1991), a graph “preserves 

explicitly information about the topological and geometric relations among the components of 

the problem.” They emphasize information about relationships in data. Graphs do not directly 

present information on discrete data values. (Vessey and Galletta, 1991) 

 

According to Tufte (1983), excellence in graphics consists in communicating ideas with 

clarity, precision and efficiency. Graphical displays should help the viewer to think about the 

information contained in them, present many numbers in a small space, make large data sets 

coherent, encourage the eye to compare different pieces of data, reveal the data at several 

levels of detail, from a broad overview to the fine structure. Graphics reveal data, and can be 

more precise and revealing than conventional numerical computations and displays. (Wright, 

1995) 

 

The usefulness of graphical information presentation as opposed to text and tables has been 

explored empirically with unclear results, as we will discuss later in this study. 
  

3.3.1 The Purpose of Graphs 
 

Graphs have two purposes. One purpose is for communicating an idea, which requires already 

having the idea established. The second purpose is to create or discover the idea itself: using 

the properties of visual perception to resolve logical problems. (Bertin, 1977/1981, as cited by 

Card et al., 1999)  

 

Tufte, (1983) (as cited by Tegarden, 1999) provides 6 objectives that any graphics should 

meet: 

 Simply show the data. Instead of showing various aggregations of the data, we 

can allow the user to perform the aggregations. This visually provides greater insight 

into the structure. 

 Ensure that the user is thinking about the substance of the graphic and not the 

graphic itself. If the user has to think about the graphic representation instead of the 

underlying data, the graphics representation has failed. 

 Avoid any unnecessary decorations. "Cute" or "clever" graphics will only distract 

the user from their problem-solving task. 

 Compress as much information into as small a space as possible.  
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 Graphics should be designed to encourage the user to make comparisons between 

different pieces of data. They should provide views of the data at many levels of 

detail.  The  designer  can  allow  a  broad  overview  of  the  data  to  be  given  and,  at  the  

same time, allow the user to have access to the detailed data that underlies the 

overview. 

 

3.3.2 Errors in reading graphs 
 

Deceptive graphics are also a problem. According to Johnson, 1980, from a sample of Fortune 

500 companies, 21 out of 50 companies’ annual reports contained at least one incorrectly 

constructed graph (Johnson, 1980, as cited by Jarvenpaa et al., 1988). The most common 

“errors,” were distortions of recent trends. (Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) 

 

A study performed at the University of Minnesota examined the effects of poorly designed 

graphics (DeSanctis and Jarvenpaa, 1985, as found in Jarvenpaa et al., 1988). The study found 

that the use of graphical charts with inconsistent scaling (for example, differing maximum 

values on the scales of graphs) in a task which required comparisons among charts resulted in 

poorer decision performance than the use of graphs with consistent scaling. The inferior 

performance continued after the subjects had completed five similar tasks. Such research 

indicates that individuals are not able to compensate for distortions of data in graphical charts, 

at least not within a short period of time. This shows why it is important to provide guidelines 

to persons seeking to use graphs in support of business decision making. (Jarvenpaa et al., 

1988) 

 

3.3.3 Experience in Graphs 
 

Evidence indicates that the decision maker who lacks graphics experience is likely to get little 

value out of a graphical display, even when the use of graphics is suggested by the task at 

hand and the proper format and features are selected. (Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) DeSanctis 

(1984) adds that graphical interpretation is a skill which must be learned before any benefits 

from graphics can be obtained (DeSanctis, 1984 as cited by Jarvenpaa et al., 1988). 

 

As found in Jarvenpaa et al. (1988), Vernon (1946) concluded that people must be 

experienced with graphics, especially in tasks that require the reader to perceive relationships 
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among complex sets of data. Ghani (1981), in addition to confirming the findings of Vernon, 

reported that decision makers perform best with an information format they are familiar with 

because they have developed heuristics, or rules, for interpreting data from the format. (As 

cited by Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) The Minnesota University research performed by Jarvenpaa et 

al. (1988) agreed that there is a learning curve associated with the use of graphs and supported 

the notion that people can adjust to graphs over time. (Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) 
 

3.3.4 Graphs are task dependent 
 

Considerable agreement exists to the effect that the characteristics of the task in which an 

individual is involved is a prime determinant of decision making performance (Newell et al. 

(1972), Sage (1981) and Einhorn et al. (1981), as cited from Jarvenpaa et al. 1988) Several 

graphics experiments over the years have provided support for this contention that the 

effectiveness of an information presentation is highly dependent on, or sensitive to, the task 

being performed. (Benbasat et al. 1986) The implication of the focus on task is that the results 

of any graphics study can be interpreted solely as a function of the task. (As cited in 

Jarvenpaa et al., 1988)  
 

Cognitive Fit Theory 

  

Based on the type of information used to reach a solution, cognitive fit divides tasks into 

spatial or symbolic. It classifies representations into graphs that highlight spatial information 

and tables that highlight symbolic information. Cognitive fit theory claims that the success of 

problem solving is related to the relationship between the problem solving task and the 

problem representation. For most effective and efficient problem-solving to occur, the 

problem representation and any tools or aids employed should all support the strategies 

required to perform that task. (Vessey and Galletta, 1991) This finding has been supported 

and extended in empirical studies (Dennis and Carte, 1998; Dull and Tegarden, 1999; Lim 

and Benbasat, 2000; Umanath and Vessey, 1994; Vessey and Galletta, 1991 as cited by Grant, 

2005). Cognitive fit theory suggests that representations must be driven in part by the 

characteristics of the tasks to be supported, as Grant (2005) points out. 

 

With the help of Cognitive Fit Theory (Vessey, 1991) it has been explained why graphs are 

sometimes better than tables for supporting decision making. Therefore, when developing 
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information visualizations, the developer must pay attention to the tasks performed by the 

decision maker if the visualization is to be successful. (Vessey, 1991) 

 

Vessey and Galletta (1991) 

 

The authors Vessey and Galletta made tests to support the proposed Cognitive Fit Theory. 

 

In one of their studies, the participants were asked to respond to the problems of a bookkeeper 

who had some bank accounts under his control. 128 MBA students responded to problems 

about deposits and withdrawals on five of the bank accounts in a 12-month period. (Vessey 

and Galletta, 1991) The study compared line graphs to two dimensional tables. Two 

performance measures were used: the time taken and the accuracy with which the task was 

completed. 

 

The results of the study support that the context of the task to be solved must be considered 

for the effectiveness of this task. Tables helped users make faster and more accurate decisions 

on symbolic problems in comparison to graphs. Nevertheless, users with graphs, though faster 

than those with tables on spatial tasks, were also less accurate. (Vessey and Galletta, 1991) 

 

Performance increased significantly with the skills that supported either the task or both the 

problem representation and the task. The study shows that the problem representation has a 

greater effect on the formulation of the mental representation of the task. It was confirmed 

that problem solvers prefer to work on tables rather than graphs, although it can also be seen 

that either representation can be more effective depending on the task to be performed. 

(Vessey and Galletta, 1991) 

 

3.4 Empirical studies on Tables vs. Graphs 
 

The reason most people give for using graph to summarize data is that graphics provide data 

in a more concise format. In that way, they feel that data from graphs can be interpreted and 

understood quickly. Graphs have been said to be more effective than tables for portraying 

time series data, and for allowing comparisons to be made more easily. Another reason for 

using graphs is that viewers can see trends and relationships in a glance. This helps you avoid 
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the steps of reading, comparing, and interpreting that are necessary to spot deviations using 

tabular data. (Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) 

 

Ghani states that a tabular representation is best where the task requires the simple retrieval of 

data, and a graphical representation is best where relationships among the data have to be 

perceived. (p. 43, Ghani, (1981) as found in Benbasat, 1986) 

 

Graphics proponents have identified decision tasks involving higher level mental processes in 

which graphics are claimed to improve decision productivity. These activities are: (1) 

problem finding, (2) comprehension of information, (3) performance review, (4) forecasting, 

(5) exception reporting, (6) planning or allocation of resources, and (7) exploratory data 

analysis. In particular, forecasting and planning are two very popular areas for which graphics 

are promoted and often used in organizations. (Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) 

 

According to Umanath (1994) and Harvey (1996), graphs should be used when analyzing 

trends and making forecasts because they tend to show the global picture and inter-

relationships among data. Tables, on the other hand, emphasize discrete data values and are 

more effective for facilitating the extraction of specific data values (Umanath et al. 1994., 

Harvey et al. 1996 as cited by Chan, 2001) 

 

There have been many studies that have not proven that graphs enable better decision making. 

Due to the inconclusive results of empirical studies, Ives, (1982) has concluded that “the 

failure to demonstrate a clear advantage for graphics suggests that the extravagant claims 

favoring graphic presentation formats may be considerably overstated.” (Ives, 1982) 
 

 
3.4.1 Cardinaels (2007) 
 

Cardinaels’ experiment was conducted to study how different representations of identical cost 

data affect cost-based decision-making and firm profitability. Specifically, he studies the 

impact of cost reports’ presentation format in relation to a decision maker’s level of 

knowledge in cost accounting.  
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The task in the experiment was a complex management problem and required participants to 

compare different customers in terms of cost and revenue potential, to search for relevant 

information in an ABC driven report and to explore the sensitivity of the results to various 

decision rules. The participants were 55 students enrolled in a four-year business program at a 

large west-European university. Their level of knowledge, ability and work experience were 

measured. Participants received ABC-based customer profitability reports presented in either 

a tabular or a graphical format.  

 

The results showed that decision makers with a low level of cost accounting knowledge 

obtain higher profits when they use a graphical format instead of a tabular format. In addition, 

users  with  a  high  level  of  cost  knowledge  obtain  higher  profits  from a  tabular  format.  Cost  

report users with a low level of cost accounting knowledge achieve higher profits when ABC 

data are displayed in a graphical format rather than in a tabular format.  

 

Among the implications of this study is the fact that companies must consider and adjust the 

format of their reports depending on the level of accounting knowledge of their investors. It 

might also be interesting to allow decision makers to choose their format rather than simply 

assigning them graphical or tabular formats, in order to study the types of decision makers 

who are more likely to access graphical rather than tabular representations. (Cardinaels, 2007) 
 
3.4.2 Chan (2001) 
 

This research wanted to find out if the use of graphs as decision aids improves decision 

makers’ performance in their jobs under information overload. (Chan, 2001) Their first aim 

was to find out if the managers’ decision quality deteriorates under information overload.  

Secondly they wanted to see if graphical presentation enables decision-makers to perform 

better than tabular presentation. (Chan, 2001) 

 

The literature reviewed suggests that information overload has an adverse effect on decision 

quality in a variety of tasks. Based on the literature, it was concluded that for trend prediction 

tasks in business, managers who use graphs will outperform those who use tables. (Chan, 

2001) 
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An experiment was done to collect the data for this study (Chan, 2001). The experiment 

simulated a task of predicting operating performance by business managers. The experiment 

made use of a selected number of listed companies in Hong Kong.  The subjects were 40 part-

time students in a Master’s Degree in Information Systems in a university in Hong Kong.  

They were given historical information of the companies (such as financial performance in the 

past few years). The subjects were divided into groups, presenting them with the information 

in graphs and tables, with different presentation order an information load. The participants 

were asked to predict corporate trends based on specified data presented to them and 

operating profits margin (defined as the ratio of operating profits divided by sales).  

 

Although previous studies suggested that graphs are particularly useful for identification of 

trends and relationships among data (Umanath et al. (1994), Harvey et al. (1996), as cited by 

Chan, 2001), they found no significant difference in the decision quality between the table 

and graphs.  

 

Results suggest that decision quality deteriorates under information overload. However, the 

mode  of  presentation  format  alone  does  not  have  any  significant  effect  on  decision  quality.  

Interactions of information load and the mode of presentation format also do not significantly 

affect decision quality. These results suggest that graphs may not be used as decision aids to 

improve business managers’ job performance in predicting corporate profit trends when 

managers are overloaded with a large amount of information.  (Chan, 2001) 
 
 
3.4.3 Carey and White (1991) 
 

The purpose of this research was to explore the literature and offer explanations for the 

conflicting results in comparing tabular versus graphical representations and to present the 

results of an experiment that investigated the effects of graphical versus numerical responses 

on the accuracy of graph-based forecasting. 

 

Based on the literature, the authors concluded that results in comparing table and graphic 

information presentation are task-specific and that tasks should be controlled in experiments 

dealing with this. For this reason, subjective visual forecasting of times series data was chosen 

as the task for investigation in this study. (Carey and White, 1991) 
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The research they used wanted to understand if there are differences in forecasting accuracy 

between forecasts done graphically versus forecasts done numerically. A preliminary study 

was  conducted  as  a  pilot  to  the  experiment.  In  that  study  a  correlation  was  found  to  exist  

between cognitive style and forecasting errors. A simple paired difference experimental 

design was selected where each subject made a numerical and a graphical forecast. The 

subjects used were 170 students at Texas A&M University. The variable analyzed was the 

difference in accuracy between the two forecasts.  

 

After the experiment, descriptive information was collected on the subject’s reaction to the 

response types. The subjects were asked to read different kinds of formats, some with graphs 

and some with forecast with which they had to give numeric and graphical forecasts. They 

had to fill in the questions after completing their forecasts. 

 

The results showed that the subjects as a whole were competent graph readers. The greatest 

percentage of subjects felt more comfortable with and on the whole preferred the graphic 

response to the numeric response. There were much greater proportions of graduate students 

selecting graphic response and there was no significant difference between the groups on the 

perceived graph-reading ability. Results also indicate that graph-based forecasts are 

significantly more accurate when reported graphically than when made numerically. The 

difference in accuracy was found to be unassociated with any user preference and independent 

of ability in graph reading. 

 

3.4.4 Amer (1991) 
 

Amer’s study tested the effect of different types of multi-cue information displays and 

decision tasks on decision-making performance and user perceptions regarding display use. 

The subjects had to make one out of two credit-related decisions involving multi-cue financial 

accounting information. The decisions were: (1) an integrative task of determining the bond 

rating of firms or (2) a selective task of assessing the debt covenant violations of firms. The 

financial accounting information was displayed in one of four forms that differed in their 

degree of resemblance to an object. (Amer, 1991)  

 

The first of the four displays was a numerical or tabular display with the lowest level of 

proximity. The bar graph represented each information cue as the height if a separate bar in a 
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set of bar graphs. The polygon display represented each information cue as a length of a 

radius emanating from the center of a circle. Lastly, Amer (1991) used a Chernoff face that 

represented each information cue as a feature of the human face. All four displays were 

constructed by using standardized data. Performance was measured by decision accuracy and 

decision speed. User’s perceptions were obtained by two questions regarding the ease of 

display of use and subjects’ decision confidence. Seventy six subjects at a large Midwestern 

university participated in the experiment.  

 

In the integrative tasks (where subjects combine multi-cue information to arrive to a decision) 

the results show that there is not significant superior decision making performance with object 

displays.  

 

In the selective tasks (where subjects must attend to one cue in a multi-cue information set) 

results suggest superior decision making performance for non-object displays. It is important 

to consider the nature of the decision task when designing the display of financial accounting 

information. 

 
3.4.5 Jarvenpaa and Dickson (1988) 
 

The  purpose  of  the  paper  was  to  provide  guidelines  of  good  practice  to  persons  seeking  to  

effectively use graphics technology in support of business decision making.  

 

The authors wanted to address the decision activities in which graphics use should be 

encouraged, versus those in which the use of graphics is of questionable value. Additionally, 

they wanted to find if graphic formats eliminate risks of misrepresentation and 

misinterpretation of data, and the level of experience necessary for the effective use of 

graphics. They decided that their guidelines must take into account the nature of the task 

supported, as it was mentioned before in the studies by Vessey et al. (1991). (Jarvenpaa et al., 

1988) 

 

Through a study of the research, in relation to the use of tables vs. graphs in elementary tasks, 

they discover that there is no uniform evidence in the literature that graphics summarize the 

data  more  effectively  than  tables  in  terms  of  time  spent  on  the  task.  From  their  work  in  

Minnesota University, there is evidence that graphs result in faster comprehension of data, 
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and partially improve performance in tasks involving the detection and comparisons of trends. 

(Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) 

 

In relation to the literature on use of graphics in supporting higher level decision activities, 

there is very little evidence that decision maker productivity can be increased by the use of 

graphical decision aids. These outcomes could be partially due to the context in which the 

experiments took place; all of the studies used business games. This type of task environment 

may have put excessive emphasis on reading and isolating individual numbers rather than 

understanding the relationships and trends of different variables. (Jarvenpaa et al., 1988)  

 

The Minnesota studies failed to support the position that graphs have a positive impact on 

problem finding or information comprehension in financial analysis. However, graphs were 

found to be a superior reporting method in forecasting application and in a reporting situation 

in which a great amount of information was presented at one time. The research studies 

clearly communicate that no benefits result from using graphical reports instead of tables for 

the purpose of extracting single values and graphical charts can even lead to poorer 

performance. (Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) 
 
3.4.6 Benbasat and Dexter (1986) 
 

Benbasat and Dexter planned a series of laboratory experiments to examine the individual and 

joint effects of color and graphics. On this experiment they wanted to assess the individual 

and joint effects of color, graphics, and time to complete task in a decision making setting. 

 

The subjects were business school students who voluntarily participated in the experiment. 

For the experimental task, the subjects were shown a report that represented profit at levels of 

promotion for three territories. The report was in one of three forms: graphical, tabular, or 

combined  graphical-tabular.  The  subjects  were  then  asked  to  assign  the  budget  to  the  three  

territories. Their performance was evaluated based on the amount of profit they obtained from 

this one decision. They were given different time limits to make their  decision and after the 

experiment they had to fill in a questionnaire.  

 

Tabular reports led to better decision making and graphical reports led to faster decision 

making when time constraints were low. The combined report, which integrated the 
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advantages associated with both tabular and graphical presentation, was the superior report 

format in terms of performance and was rated very highly by decision makers. Color led to 

improvements in decision making. This was especially distinct when high time constraints 

were present (Benbasat, 1986). 
 
3.4.7 DeSanctis (1984) 
 

DeSanctis identifies 29 studies that have compared graphics to tables. Twelve of the 29 

studies found tables to be better than graphics, ten found no significant difference between the 

two modes of presentation, and seven found graphics better than tables. (Jarvenpaa et al., 

1988) 

 

“Nearly all management research on the human use of graphics has focused on the tables- 

versus- graph controversy” (DeSanctis, 1984). DeSanctis (1984) goes on to conclude that 

there is no clear pattern in the controversy between graphs and tables. DeSanctis (1984) 

suggests that these conflicting results may be due to extreme task sensitivity and that 

experimentation should be more consistent in order to allow comparison and combining of the 

results of different studies. (Carey and White, 1991) 

 

DeSanctis (1984) discusses Jarvenpaa et al.’s (1988) analysis of business graphics research. 

Jarvenpaa et al. (1988) came up with some guidelines to the use of graphics over tables in the 

following elementary tasks: (1) summarizing data, (2) showing trends and relationships over 

time, (3) comparing data points and relationships of variables, and (4) detecting deviations or 

differences in data. Jarvenpaa et al. (1988) state that they are unaware of any claims having 

been made, however, to suggest that graphics are more effective for (5) point reading, for 

instance, extracting values from reports or displays. (Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) 
  

3.5 Analysis and Summary of the Chapter 
 

The chapter first discussed generally two visualization methods used in the area of business 

for visualizing information that will enable managers to make decisions: tables and graphs. 

 

The chapter explains how tables are represented by discrete data and represent information 

about relationships only indirectly. On the other hand, graphs facilitate comparative analysis, 
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pattern finding, and sequencing activities. Advantages and purposes of using graphs are also 

discussed. 

 

Researchers have suggested that the success of the graph in fulfilling the purpose for the 

viewer depends on the task itself. In this light, the Cognitive Task Theory, which states that 

the success of problem solving is related to the relationship between the problem solving task 

and the problem representation, is discussed. A study by Vessey and Galletta (1991) is 

examined in the chapter, where they test graphs according to task. Their study supports that 

the context of the task to be solved must be considered for the effectiveness of this task.  

 

The chapter then presents selected studies on tables versus graphs in facilitating decision 

making. Papers covered included studies of Cardinaels (2007), Chan (2001), Carey and White 

(1991), Amer (1991), Jarvenpaa and Dickson (1988), Benbasat and Dexter (1986), and 

DeSanctis (1984). The findings of the studies revealed somewhat mixed results. You can refer 

to Table 2 for a summary of the results found in the literature.  

 

All the studies mentioned in the literature approach the tables vs. graphs problem from 

different perspectives. In Cardinaels’ (2007) study, the area of cost accounting is dealt with, 

and if the level of knowledge in the area affects the effectiveness of the visualization method. 

His  results  show  that  if  the  user  has  a  low  level  of  cost  accounting  knowledge,  he/she  

achieves better results with a graphical format. In the case of Chan (2001), the task has to do 

with a business prediction for mangers related to operating performance. Graphs did not 

successfully show to improve business managers’ performance. Amer (1991) studies financial 

information  for  credit  and  investment  decisions,  and  the  results  show  superior  performance  

for selective tasks with non object displays. Benbasat et al. (1986) deal with color and time 

constraints, and use a combined format with tables and graphs. Their problem was a 

managerial one, and it involved the allocation of monetary resources across various 

alternatives. The results showed that the combined report was the best option. 

 

Because of their specific focus, the generalization or the application of the results to the area 

of sales forecasting, which this experiment deals with, is limited. The exception to that lies in 

the study by Carey and White (1991), the study is highlighted in Table 2. This research paper 

deals with the relationship of graph reading ability with forecasting accuracy, and is the only 
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study that concludes concretely improved accuracy with the use of graphs instead of tables. 

The rest of the studies reveal diverse results. 

 

To conclude, all the studies covered in this chapter seem to provide different results in respect 

to using tables or graphs in decision making. Many factors affect the resulting user’s 

performance. The effectiveness of graphs for the presentation of information seems to depend 

on the task itself and the experience of the user. Information overload is also important, and 

time constraints can also have an effect on the quality of the decision made. The present thesis 

aims to discover if animation can obtain any improved results in the quality of decisions made 

and to fill the gap in the literature in that respect. 
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Date Authors Conclusions of the study 

2007 Cardinaels 

A low level of cost accounting knowledge obtains higher 
profits when they use a graphical format instead of a tabular 
format. Users with a high level of cost knowledge obtain 
higher profits from a tabular format. Cost report users with 
a low level of cost accounting knowledge achieve higher 
profits when ABC data are displayed in a graphical format 
rather than in a tabular format. 

2001 Chan 

Decision quality deteriorates under information overload. 
The mode of presentation format alone does not have any 
significant effect on decision quality. Graphs may not be 
used as decision aids to improve business managers’ job 
performance in predicting corporate profit trends when 
managers are overloaded with a large amount of 
information. 

1991 Amer 

The research shows that for integrative tasks, where 
subjects combine multi-cue information to arrive to a 
decision) there was no significant superior decision making 
performance with object displays. In the selective tasks 
(where subjects must attend to one cue in a multi-cue 
information set) results suggest superior decision making 
performance for non-object displays. 

1991 Carey and White  
Results indicated that graph-based forecasts are 
significantly more accurate when reported graphically than 
when made numerically 

1988 Jarvenpaa and Dickson 

Graphs were found to be a superior reporting method in 
forecasting application and in a reporting situation in which 
a great amount of information was presented at one time. 
No benefits result from using graphical reports instead of 
tables for the purpose of extracting single values and 
graphical charts can even lead to poorer performance. 

1986 Benbasat and Dexter  

Tabular reports led to better decision making. Graphical 
reports led to faster decision making when time constraints 
were low. A combined report, which had both tabular and 
graphical presentations, was the best in performance and 
was rated very highly by decision makers. 
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1984 DeSanctis 

Identifies 29 studies that have compared graphics to tables. 
Twelve of the 29 studies found tables to be better than 
graphics, ten found no significant difference between the 
two modes of presentation, and seven found graphics better 
than tables. 

Table 2: Summary of Empirical Papers on Tables vs. Graphs 

4. PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF ANIMATION   

 
4.1 Objective and Structure of the Chapter 
 

The field of animation is discussed in this chapter. Section 4.2 examines an overview of the 

field, and in section 4.3 earlier empirical studies on animation are presented. Section 4.4 

discusses ineffectiveness of animation. An analysis and summary of the previous research is 

discussed in section 4.5. 
 

4.2 Overview of the Field of Animation 
 

According to Card et al. (1999), “in its broadest sense, animation means movement.” It 

frequently means the motion of objects, moving simultaneously, and interacting with one 

another. Animation is required for the visualization of dynamic, complex processes. Basic 

animation control routines should be part of any standard visualization tool kit. (Card et al., 

1999) As stated in Tversky, et al., (2002) the “most promising uses of animation seem to be to 

convey real-time changes and reorientations in time and space.” (Tversky, et al., 2002)  

 

Tversky et al. (2002) recommends that animations should be “slow and clear enough for 

observers to perceive movements”. To overcome disadvantages of animations, the application 

should allow for the control of motion’s speed, allow stopping and reviewing of the animation 

and zooming in and out. (Tekušová and Kohlhammer, 2007) The main advantage of 

animation is that users can see the time dependent changes in the data while remaining 

focused on the cross-sectional diversity of the data. (Tekušová and Kohlhammer, 2007) 

 

Animated visualization can take advantage of the sensitivity of the visual system to dynamic 

changes in various aspects of the data in order to engage preconscious processing. (Grant et 

al. 2005) According to Betrancourt et al. (2000), there is a general belief that animations not 
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only improve users’ understanding, but also make interfaces easier and more enjoyable to use 

(Betrancourt and Tversky, (2000) as cited by Grant, 2005). 

 

In 4D information animation applications, the success of the graphics visual design (i.e. the 

shapes, layout, and colors) is critical to the success of the application. Graphical elements 

need to be carefully selected and arranged to reveal data and relationships. Poor graphics 

design will obscure the data and its meanings. (Wright, 1995) 

 

In the case of 3D and 4D graphical representations, people can see more information, more 

quickly, and with more comprehension. These 4D graphical applications are a significant 

technological advance and can be thought of as a new type of decision support medium. 

Information animation applications combine large amounts of rapidly changing data with 

interactive decision-making models. (Wright, 1995) 

 

Examples of fields where animation has been used are the securities industry, equity trading, 

fixed-income trading, and risk management. (Wright, 1995) 

 

4.3 Empirical studies on Animation 
 

4.3.1 Tekušová and Kohlhammer (2007) 
 

This study presents a visual analysis of daily stock market data from four countries for the 

period ranging from 17.5.2005 to 13.11.2006, with a visualization of more than 70,000 data 

points.  The  two purposes  of  the  research  were  to  facilitate  both  the  monitoring  of  financial  

market developments over time and to analyze the co-movement of stock market indicators.  

 

Systems providing scatter plots with animation, with the exception of the presentation shown 

on gapminder.org, are rare. For this reason, the authors present a system with a design and 

functions that provide a visualization of multi-dimensional time-dependent financial data 

across entities. The system presents data in a 2D scatter plot with other data dimensions 

encoded in the size and color of the glyphs. Animation was the major feature of the system, 

and it was used to facilitate analysis and monitoring of stock market indicators over time. The 
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user could choose to focus and zoom in on the currently visualized data and/or see further 

information on selected data points.  

 

According to the authors, the main advantage of using animation in a scatter plot is the 

possibility of showing long time series while retaining the focus on cross-section dimensions 

of the data. At the moment this is not possible with applications for data analysis in financial 

institutions. They add that animation supports more efficient and quick analysis of large 

amounts of multi-dimensional data. The time dimension represents the time period for which 

the data need to be analyzed. Animation is therefore well suited for the visualizations of time-

dependent data. (Tekušová and Kohlhammer, 2007) 

 

In the study, a usability survey was conducted, both with experienced users from the financial 

industry and with users that are not familiar with financial analysis. They asked ten financial 

specialists and several persons not working in the financial industry to answer questions about 

design and usability of the system.  

 

In general, the tool added dynamic data change presentation and an easy presentation as well 

as interpretation of analysis results. It was overall deemed a useful tool for decision making 

support and analysis of market movements. The results showed that the animation can reveal 

new unexpected patterns in the data which cannot be perceived in a static analysis of 

correlation. Additionally, animated data visualization better reflects real market movements.  

 (Tekušová and Kohlhammer, 2007) 

 

4.3.2 Grant, Zhao and Collopy (2005) 
 
Grant et al. (2005) studied in their literature some results having to do with the psychology of 

visual representation. They discuss accounting representations, visual representations and 

contrasts between verbal vs. graphical representations. Some research was done to compare if 

people react better to graphs or tables in business environments. Additionally, they review 

research done on animation. Finally, they examine how, according to Rieber (1990) and other 

authors, animation can facilitate learning.  

 

Grant et al. (2005) propose a Dynamic Cycle Model in Business Animator which provides a 

representation of the firm’s activities. Their goal was to “provide a program through which 
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managers and analysts, were able to develop an intuitive sense about the cycle model itself, 

while exploring and visualizing how firms at various stages of growth, sustenance, and decay 

are affected by specific operating, financing, and investing decisions.” (Grant et al., 2000) 

The animated model gives a holistic vision of what characterizes the entire organization. The 

user can interact with the program using sliders and knobs to change parameters for 

simulations. The animation uses color and movement to signal if the operation continues to go 

smoothly or if problems occur. Data situations that lead to differences in momentum can be 

fed to the model via a simple text file. (Grant et al., 2005) 

 

The  Dynamic  Cycle  Model  has  the  potential  to  improve  the  understanding  of  the  financial  

condition of a firm, both from an external and an internal perspective. It can be applied to 

financial information to aid in the interpretation of ratios or as a planning tool. (Grant et al., 

2005) 

 

4.3.3 Burkhart and Fusco (1996) 
 

In  this  study,  the  authors  used  animation  to  aid  process  flow  visualization.  They  wanted  to  

help engineers visualize proposed systems designed solutions by means of a computer-

generated animation to communicate process flows to customers. Their purpose was to enable 

people to view what is sometimes difficult to understand, assess the impact of proposed 

design solutions and improve the quality of decision making. 

 

Their  technique  involved  the  design  of  a  prototypical  Graph  User  Interface  (GUI).  The  

simulations developed were designed as standalone applications and provide a rather simple 

user interface for the user to control the flow of animations. 

 

They found that using animation is an effective way to communicate concepts which are hard 

to visualize. The animations they developed show the interconnections among various 

systems by simulating a flow of information between the components. Process flow 

visualization helps engineers to detect inefficiencies or bottlenecks in the flow. Viewers of the 

system expressed  immense  satisfaction  with  the  ability  of  these  animations  to  communicate  

complex process flows. 
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4.3.4 Gonzalez (1996) 
 

There has been an inconsistency of previous studies in the area of animation. Gonzalez’ 

laboratory study evaluated the decision making effectiveness of different types of images, 

transitions, and interactivity styles used in animated interfaces. (Gonzalez, 1996) 

 

In her experiment, each subject performed one decision-making task in a real estate problem 

and another in a physics problem. In the real estate problem the user had to select a place to 

rent among the alternatives that most closely met the attributes of a predefined ideal place. In 

the physics problem the user had to select the water displacement level of a heavy metal bolt 

placed in floating water that better predicted what would happen in real life. Sixteen 

animation user prototypes were constructed. The screen layout was divided into three 

functional areas: the images area, the interactivity area, and the messages area. Interfaces used 

either  realistic  or  abstract  images,  smooth  or  abrupt  transitions,  or  parallel  or  sequential  

interactivity. The user’s visual abilities and experience were gathered by two post-

experimental questionnaires. (Gonzalez, 1996) 

 

The research supported the idea that to be an effective decision support tool, animation must 

be smooth, simple and interactive and account for the appropriateness of the user’s mental 

model task. Decision making performance is highly contingent on the properties of the 

animation user interface such as image realism, transition smoothness and interactivity style, 

and also sensitive to the task domain and the user’s experience. Subjects performed better 

with animated interfaces, smooth animation, and parallel interactivity. (Gonzalez, 1996) 

 

4.4 Ineffectiveness of Animation, Tversky and Morrison (2002) 
 

This paper discusses the failure of animation in producing benefits. It then addresses the 

question: When will animation be effective? 

 

The animated graphs used in previous studies were not equivalent to the static graphs. In the 

animated graphics, more information was presented or the same information was presented 

differently. It was presented better in the animated than in the static graphics. In other studies, 

animation was confounded with other factors known to facilitate learning, interactivity or 
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prediction or even the presence of graphics. In some of the most carefully controlled cases, 

the animations conveyed detailed information about the fine structure of the processes that 

was not available in the static graphics. The lack of comparability between static and 

animated diagrams leads to erroneous conclusions about the benefits of animation. Successful 

applications of animation turn out to be a consequence of a superior visualization for the 

animated than the static case, or of superior study procedures such as interactivity or 

prediction that are known to improve learning independent of graphics.  

 

The authors conclude that most of the successes of animation are because of advantages in the 

extra information conveyed or additional procedures, instead of being due to the animation of 

the information. 

 

4.5 Analysis and Summary of the Chapter 
 
This chapter discusses animation, which means the motion of objects, moving simultaneously, 

and interacting with one another. An introduction of the subject is given at the beginning of 

the chapter. It is mentioned that there is a general belief that animations improve users’ 

understanding, and make interfaces easier and more enjoyable to use. 

 

Next, the chapter presented a selection of previous studies on animation in facilitating 

decision making. This selection included work on animation by Tekušová and Kohlhammer 

(2007), Grant, Zhao and Collopy (2005), Burkhart and Fusco (1996), and Gonzalez (1996). 

 

The four selected papers all have the commonality that their results present positive findings 

in respect to animation, and discover benefits to the use of animation in business areas and in 

decision making. In Tekušová and Kohlhammer’s (2007) research, their results showed that 

the animation can reveal new patterns in the data which cannot be perceived in a static 

analysis of correlation. Grant, Zhao and Collopy’s (2005) Dynamic Cycle Model has the 

potential to improve the understanding of the financial condition of a firm, both from an 

external and an internal perspective. It can be applied to financial information to aid in the 

interpretation of ratios or as a planning tool. Burkhart and Fusco (1996) found that using 

animation is an effective way to communicate concepts which are hard to visualize. Viewers 

of the system expressed immense satisfaction with the ability of these animations to 

communicate complex process flows. Gonzalez’ (1996) experiment supported the idea that to 
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be an effective decision support tool, animation must be smooth, simple and interactive and 

account for the appropriateness of the user’s mental model task.  

 

On the other hand, the last paper by Tversky and Morrison (2002) discussed in this chapter 

dealt with the ineffectiveness of animation. They argue that the animated graphs used in 

previous studies were not equivalent to the static graphs. The authors concluded that most of 

the successes of animation are because of advantages in the extra information conveyed or 

additional procedures, instead of being due to the animation of the information. 

 

Although, the majority of papers found on animation all seem to give a positive picture about 

the results of using animation for the use of decision makers, Tversky and Morrison (2002) 

may have found some negative aspects in animation, as all fields often have. It is important to 

continue on the search for better ways of representing information, especially when 

disadvantages or gaps are found in the current ones. We have a need to evolve and change 

with new methods, and as Helweg-Larsen et al. (2007) puts it, “our world is moving away 

from linear representations towards three-dimensional, live, and often interactive models of 

reality.” They add that it is time for balance sheets and income statements to keep pace. 

(Helweg-Larsen, 2007) By means of this experiment, the aim is to update our modus operandi 

and find out if animation can improve the quality of decisions made in sales forecasting.  

5. HYPOTHESES AND METHOD  
 

5.1 Objective and Structure of the Chapter 
   

This chapter presents the methodology used in the study. First, in section 5.3 sales forecasting 

is introduced, followed by the research hypotheses in section 5.2. The company that provided 

the environment for the experiment, Business Game Factory, is introduced in Section 5.4. The 

experimental procedures are explained in detail in section 5.5. Section 5.5 is divided into 6 

sections in itself: in section 5.5.1 Experimental Design, in section 5.5.2 Business Intelligence 

Report, in section 5.5.3 Animation Used in the Experiment, in section 5.5.4 Tables used in the 

Experiment, and in section 5.5.5 the Planning Tool. Last, a summary is given in section 5.6. 
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5.2 Sales Forecasting  
 

The experiment in this study was arranged using visualization to solve a production-based 

task. Two methods of visualization, animated graphs and tables, were presented to subjects in 

an experiment with the information required to make a decision on sales forecasting.  

 

Sales forecasting is “the process of organizing and analyzing information in a way that makes 

it possible to estimate what your sales will be.” (Canada Business, 2009) Sales forecasting 

plays a very prominent role in business strategy. (Kuo et al., 1998) The need for forecasts for 

product sales most frequently arises because of an inventory control system, or a production 

scheduling system, consisting of decisions which are needed to determine when to produce or 

order more of a particular item and how to produce or order it. These decisions are based 

partly on a prediction of sales or usage of each item in a near future. The decisions are applied 

on a routine basis to many products and the forecasts must be made frequently. (Winters, 

1960) 

 

External and internal factors can affect the sales of a company. Examples of external factors 

are: seasons, holidays, special events, indirect and direct competition, external labour events, 

productivity changes, fashions or styles, population changes, consumer earnings, political 

events,  and  weather.  Examples  of  internal  factors  affecting  the  sales  of  a  company  are:  

product and service changes, shortages, production capability, promotional effort changes, 

sales motivation plans, price changes, shortages, inventory, shortages/working capital, 

distribution methods used, credit policy changes, and labour problems. (Canada Business, 

2009) Forecasting inaccuracies typically lead to dramatic disturbances in production planning. 

Due to the complexities of both internal and external corporate environments, many firms 

resort to qualitative forecasting techniques. (Luxhøj et al., 1996) A qualitative forecasting is 

an estimating method that relies on expert human opinion and judgment combined instead of 

on measurable and verifiable data. (BusinessDictionary.com) A number of firms employ 

qualitative forecasting techniques that rely primarily on experts’ opinions and judgments. 

There are also quantitative forecasting methods, which use historical data to extrapolate into 

the future.  
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Armstrong (2002) states that forecasting can be suboptimal in two ways: inconsistency and 

bias. People intent on improving their forecasts should minimize these components of forecast 

error. (Armstrong, 2002) 

 

Armstrong provides principles for improving judgment in forecasting. These principles, 

according to the author, could be incorporated into training or advice given to forecasters or 

into software that provides them with decision support. One of the principles is studying the 

data in graphical rather than tabular form when making judgmental forecasts. He suggests that 

the principle should be applied when data show sustained and gradual trends of the sort 

typical of many financial and business series. When trends are extreme or absent, the 

advantage of studying graphs rather than tables of data is not apparent. (Armstrong, 2002,) 

 

According to Armstrong, using graphical rather than tabular displays reduces but does not 

eliminate  error  in  judgmental  forecasts.  One  reason  for  this  error  is  that  people  use  anchor-

and-adjust heuristics to make forecasts. People use the last data point as a mental anchor and 

make some adjustment away from it to take account of whatever pattern they perceive in the 

series. In using this heuristic, people usually make insufficient adjustment. (Tversky and 

Kahneman, 1974, as found in Armstrong, 2002)  

 

The present study aims to discover if judgments in forecasts can be improved by using 

animated graphs instead of tables to view information for making decisions on sales 

forecasting. 

 

5.3 Development of the Hypothesis 
 

Having studied the importance of identifying factors that affect the success of a visualization 

method, it is important to test different and novel ways of representing information. It has 

been noted that an approach towards comparing the success of animation in comparison to the 

traditional visualization tabular model has not been used. This study attempted an experiment 

towards testing this. 

 

Business visualization provides a method of understanding information by accumulating, 

grouping and displaying data in a manner that may be understood more effectively by 
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managers. Based on the previous literature in the field of business visualization (more 

specifically tables vs. graphs), it has been concluded that there is no clear cut answer to 

whether tables or graphs result in better decisions. The field of animation on the other hand, 

shows promising results. 

 

As mentioned in the previous section, Armstrong (2002) recommends studying the data in 

graphical rather than tabular form when making judgmental forecasts. He suggests that the 

principle should be applied when data show sustained and gradual trends. Therefore, by 

displaying information for sales forecasting decisions in animated graphs, it is expected that 

there should be a difference in decision-making performance, (shareholder value and time) in 

comparison to tables. 

 

H1: Visualizing information with animated graphs will increase the quality of decisions on 

sales forecasting made by individuals for each of the two products (Basic and Media), based 

on shareholder value. 

 

H2: Making the decision on sales forecasting by visualizing information with animated 

graphs will take less time than making the decision by visualizing tables. 
 

5.4 Business Game Factory (BGF) 
 

The value of animated graphs used in a business context was tested through simulation using 

Business Games Factory (BGF)’s reports, which they use in web based business tournaments.  

 

In Business Game Factory’s web based business tournaments, the users compete for market 

shares and profits. BGF builds a global market, which allows managers and key people to test 

and simulate different strategies. There is competition for market shares and decisions are 

done fast, yet based on facts and analysis. The experience allows the development of 

managers to lead their business in a profitable and more effective way, and for them to get a 

view of the global business world. The purpose of the tournaments is to increase the learning 

impact of their client companies’ employees and to stimulate fast results in both revenue and 

profit.   
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A simulation of a global market created in a BGF tournament was used for this experiment.  It 

consisted of the fictitious company Horizon Wireless, a leading provider of mobile handsets 

and wireless telecommunications infrastructure as well as related services, with a broad 

customer base and operations spread around the world. 

 

The participants of the experiment were provided with information about Horizon Wireless’ 

products. Horizon Wireless was organized into 6 product divisions; however, the participants 

had to make decisions on only two products: 

 

1. Basic handsets (BASIC) 

 Basic, affordable talk-oriented phones 

 Price drives demand 

 High price sensitivity, but design and brand are also fairly important for many 

potential buyers 

 Very high volumes 

 

2. Media handsets (MEDIA) 

 Technical sophistication, design, brand and scope of offering all influence demand 

 Imaging, music, gaming and internet are among the main areas of interest for the 

multimedia devices in this category. 

 

See Table 3 on page 50 for a contrast between the two products. 

 

           

Category 

Profile 

Primary 

Buyers 

Volume 

Prospects 

Demand 

Drivers 

Basic 

Phone for 

talking 

Consumers 

(operator 

influence) Very high 

Price but also 

design and 

brand 

Media 

Multimedia 

devices 

Consumers 

(operator 

influence) 

Increases 

significantly 

Several 

drivers 

important 

 

Table 3: Horizon Wireless products that were used in the experiment 
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Horizon Wireless had three competitors, which were: SCA Global, Bolt and Digiphone. They 

were direct competition and provided the same products.  
 

5.5 Experimental Procedures 
 

The subjects in the experiment were required to analyze the information they received in 

either animated graphs or tables. The experimental decision-maker was asked to determine a 

decision relating to sales forecasting of the two previously mentioned products. The 

participants were required to decide what the price for the next year (2010) for the products 

Basic and Media would be. Next, they had to forecast the amount of units of each product 

they would sell at that price. 

 

The process for making decisions took place as follows: 

 Analysis  of  what  happened  to  the  company  and  its  competitors  in  the  previous  two  

years (2007 and 2008), and the current year (2009). To do this they had to view 

Business Intelligence report in either tables or animated graphs. The Business 

Intelligence report is explained in section 5.5.2. 

 Simulation of different prices and sales volume on the Sales Forecasting Planning 

Tool. The Planning Tool is explained in section 5.5.5. 

 Making decisions for the next year (2010) and writing them on the questionnaire 

sheet, to hand in to the facilitator. 

 Filling in the questionnaire. (Explained in section 5.5.6) 

 

The objective was to find out if the decision maker made a better decision with the use of the 

animated graphs by evaluating the resulted shareholder value and time taken to make the 

decision  for  each  participant,  along  with  other  variables  that  affect  the  outcome  of  the  

shareholder value (Product Margins, Units Sold, Sales, Price, and Market Shares). With this 

information, the study aimed to discover if with the help of animation applied to a decision in 

sales forecasting, the quality of decisions can be improved.  

 

5.5.1 Experimental Design 
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When designing the experiment, tables and animated graphs were the two presentation 

formats that were chosen for testing the hypothesis. Only two groups were chosen to perform 

the experiment, due to the fact that the subject sample was a limited number, and having more 

than two groups would have compromised the validity and reliability of the results. With 

more groups and the same number of participants, the results would have been less 

significant. The two groups, tables and animated graphs, were chosen to determine in which 

visualization format higher-quality decisions are done in the area of sales forecasting. 

 

5.5.2 Business Intelligence Report 
 

A web page was created for the purpose of displaying the information that the subjects needed 

to make their decision: http://www.pafis.shh.fi/~anahas07/Thesis/business_int.html. 

 

On the page, the experiment facilitator could choose the visualization method that each 

subject would view. (See Appendix 1) This made it easy to perform the experiment on any 

computer and to have the screens ready before the participants arrived so that they could start 

immediately. The report they viewed to make their decision included some of Horizon 

Wireless and its competitors’ financial reports along with other information. In these reports, 

you could see information such as how much Horizon Wireless and its competitors sold and 

the prices for the two products during the previous three years (2007, 2008, and 2009). The 

same information was included for both the group doing the experiment with tables and the 

group doing the experiment with animated graphs.  

 

5.5.3 Animation used in the experiment 
 

Interactive and animated graphs were used to represent financial information about the 

fictitious company called Horizon Wireless. The animated graphs were inspired by the graphs 

found in www.gapminder.org, which have been used to represent social information. The 

animated graphs were generated in Google Docs, “a free, Web-based word processor, 

spreadsheet, presentation, and form application offered by Google”. (Wikipedia.org) The 

information provided by Business Game Factory was first added to a spreadsheet, and a graph 

was then generated by inserting a gadget from the highlighted information on the spreadsheet. 

The gadgets were then published, their code was added to the web page created for this 

purpose, and the graphs were immediately seen online. 
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The group of subjects that viewed the reports with animated graphs was provided with the 

graphical report, which included these different animated graphs. The participants were 

provided with instructions for the use of the motion charts, as you can see in Appendix 6. 

 

 
Figure 4: Screenshot of one of the graphs viewed. (See also Appendixes 4-9) 

 

On Figure 4 you can see an example of motion a chart used to view the information for 

Horizon Wireless and its three competitors. The motion chart was provided by GoogleDocs. 

In this motion chart, the subjects could look at four variables at a time: price, units sold, 

supply minus demand, and sales. Additionally, the subjects could change the variables being 

viewed, and view product margins. The participants could also click on a play button to see 

the animation of the change over the past three years. (Refer to Appendices 4 and 5 for more 

examples of motion charts.) 

 

3D Dynamic Doughnut Charts provided by Google Docs were  used  to  visualize  the  

companies’  market  shares.  (See  Appendix  8)  There  was  a  choice  on  these  charts  where  the  

participant could enable rotation and the slicing of the doughnut, to visualize each share more 

clearly. 
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Line graphs were visualized for the information about expenses per company for each 

product, while bar graphs were used to view information on the companies’ rankings and 

ratings. (Also provided by Google Docs) (See Appendices 7 and 9) 

 

5.5.4 Tables used in the experiment 
 

The group that visualized the reports in tables was provided with the same information in a 

tabular form. To see the access to the tables in the webpage, see Appendix 2. In Table 4 and 

Appendix 3, you can find an example of the tables visualized by the participants. These tables 

were generated in Excel, and were provided by Business Game Factory. 

 

 
Table 4: The tabular reports visualized by the participants 

 

5.5.5 The Planning Tool 
 

Additionally, the participants were provided with a simulation page that is part of the BTS 

Tournaments used by BGF,  called  the  Sales  Forecasting  Planning  Tool,  to  help  make  their  

decisions. You can see Figure 5 for a screenshot of the Planning Tool. There, they were able 

to see some of the information to make their decisions on sales forecasting. 
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Figure 5: The Sales Forecasting Planning Tool, provided by Business Game Factory 

 

With the help of the Planning Tool, participants could plan their decision on sales forecasting 

before making the decision final. Price was given per unit of product and was the wholesale 

price for each product. The sales volume was the forecasted unit sales for each product 

segment. The default price and volume that appeared when the participant enters the planning 

tool were last year’s values. (Year 2009) 

 

Under the decision area, there was both numeric and graphical feedback. The numerical 

feedback included: 

 

Price Change - Anticipated change of average market prices (%)  

Market Expectation – Anticipated segment market growth, units (%) 

Market Forecast - Anticipated total segment market size, units (#)  

Market Share – Forecasted market share percentage based on forecasted volume and 

anticipated total market size (%) 

Revenue – Estimated product revenue based on price and volume decisions 

 

The graphical feedback is the Revenue Summary, with graphs that showed the forecasted 

revenue for each segment. After adjusting the unit price and the estimated volumes, the 
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subjects could click on the button “Calculate Decisions”. This updated the graphs and 

columns of the table, which changed depending on the price and volume that the subjects 

picked. This helped the participant to decide, for instance, what his/her desired market share 

was for the chosen price and volume by looking at the change in the table and graphs.  
 

5.5.6 Questionnaire 
 

A  questionnaire  was  administered  to  each  of  the  participants.  After  the  experiment,  the  

subjects were asked to fill in the questionnaire with their feedback. They provided certain 

basic demographic data about themselves, for instance, their age, gender, education level, 

experience in sales forecasting in years, and employment status. Additionally, they were 

asked to write down the time they began to analyze the tables and the time they finished 

making the decision. (See an example of the questionnaire in Appendix 10) 

 

There was a space to write down the decision made. After making the decision, the subjects 

answered ten statements to obtain ratings of some attributes of the visualization method used. 

The questions were developed based on a questionnaire found in Benbasat et al. (1986) (See 

Appendix 10.) Their questionnaire was based on items contained in the Jenkins and Ricketts 

"Satisfaction Questionnaire" (1985). (Benbasat et al., 1986)  Responses were scored on a 

seven point Likert scale.  

 

Six  open-ended  questions  were  also  asked  with  respect  to  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  the  

reports as well as the decision making strategy used by the subject during the exercise. No 

performance feedback was given immediately in order to prevent task solutions from being 

shared. 

 

5.6 Summary of the Chapter 
 

This chapter introduced the methodology used in this study. First, the area of sales forecasting 

was discussed and then the research hypotheses were presented.  
 

In a setting with a business scenario simulating a real-world context, participants were 

exposed to an experimental setup. The subjects were divided into 2 groups: those who made 

the decision with tables and those who made the decision with animated graphs.  
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Background information about the fictitious company used for the purpose of the experiment, 

(Horizon Wireless) was made available to them. This information was provided by the 

company Business Game Factory (BGF). The animated graphs used in the experiment were 

provided by Google Docs. These contained information of the financial reports of Horizon 

Wireless and were used to test the participants’ response, in contrast to tables provided by 

BGF. The instructions to the experiment were given and the corresponding method of 

visualization was explained. The subjects made use of a Sales Forecasting Planning Tool 

provided by BGF. Each experimental decision-maker provided his/her resolution based on the 

information provided. The time to complete the task was also recorded. The subjects made 

their decision based on the information, and recorded their answer. 

 

The structure of the questionnaire was also presented in this chapter. The questionnaire 

consisted of ten statements and six open-ended questions, to see the subjects’ response to the 

visualization they used to make a decision on sales forecasting. At the end of the experiment, 

the subjects filled out the questionnaire. 

6. DATA 
 

The decisions made by the subjects were processed in Business Game Factory’s system to 

obtain the simulated results of the year 2010. The method BGF uses for obtaining these 

results is confidential. The system provided with the ending Shareholder Value (SV), Product 

Margins (PM), Sales (S), Units Sold (US), and Markets Shares (MS), for the products Basic 

and Media based on the decisions made by each subject. 

 

6.1 Objective and Structure of the Chapter 
 

This chapter presents the data obtained in the study. First, the subject population is described 

in section 6.2. Descriptive statistics were introduced in Section 6.3. This section divides into 

outliers in section 6.3.1 and normality test in section 6.3.2. Last, a summary is given in 

section 6.4 
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6.2 Subject Population 
 

A sample of 64 university level students from mostly Hanken School of Economics, as well 

as other Universities in Finland, was tested. These students consisted of: forty six master 

students, seven undergraduates, eight master graduates, two PhD graduates and one MBA 

graduate. The participants voluntarily participated in the experiment and they were provided 

with the main incentive that they would be given the opportunity to apply their theoretical 

knowledge to an actual problem.  

 

In this research, we were unable to access a wider population, due to time and cost 

constraints. The subjects form part of a convenience sample, using people who were available 

at the moment. A convenience sample is “a sample where the subjects are selected, in part or 

in whole, at the convenience of the researcher”. (Simon, 2002) Students from universities in 

Finland who were known to the researcher were used in the experiment, simply because they 

are willing, available and offered a sample at low-cost.  As many subjects as possible were 

asked to participate, to ensure validity of results. The advantage of the available subjects is 

that as business school students, they had a proper theoretical training in the sales forecasting 

techniques required to complete the experimental task. 

 

6.3 Descriptive statistics 

 
The total of 64 subjects was divided into two groups: 32 subjects performed the experiment 

with animated graphs and 32 performed it with tables. The sample consisted of students at 

five different educational levels; 14.1% of the subjects were bachelor’s degree students, 

68.8% were master’s students, 12.5% were master’s graduates, 1.6% was MBA graduates, 

and 3.1% were PhD graduates. 78.5% of the participants were students from Hanken School 

of Economics. 90.6% of the participants had no work experience in sales forecasting. You can 

refer to Appendix 12 for more detailed descriptive statistics. 

 
6.3.1 Outliers 
 

From the results, three outliers for the variable Price were detected. For instance, in the group 

that performed the experiment with graphs a participant gave the price €0 for the product 

Media, another participant gave the price €130.00 for both products Basic and Media, and 
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another participant gave the price €112.00 to the product Basic. For the group that did the 

experiment with tables, only one outlier was found for the variable Price, where the 

participant gave the price of €100.00 to the product Basic.  

 

It was also noted through these observations, that there was a certain level at which the price 

of the products seemed to be too high, as there were no sales for that price. For instance, the 

above mentioned participant setting the price of the product Basic at €100.00, resulted in 0 

units sold (US) for this product, and consequently no sales and no market share for that 

product. Other participants who set the price of Basic at €88.00 or lower were able to sell the 

product. It is concluded that the level at which the product stops being attractive to the 

customers is somewhere between those two prices. In the case of the product Media, the level 

at which the product stopped being attractive for the customers began at €300.00. The 

participants who chose the price of €300.00 or above for the product Media report no sales. At 

€280.00, a participant was still able to sell the product Media. It  was  also  noted  that  of  the  

total of seven participants who over-priced the product Media by setting it at or above 

€300.00, only one of them was a participant doing the experiment with tables. The rest were 

using graphs. 

 

A higher uncertainty is deduced from the group who did the experiment with graphs, since a 

greater amount of outliers were found. This could be due to a higher standard deviation of the 

variables in the group with graphs in comparison to the group with tables. A test for standard 

deviation or variance was not conducted. 

 

6.3.2 Normality Test 
 

A Jarque-Berra test for the normality of the observations was performed. As was mentioned 

before, a sample of 32 participants performed the experiment for each of the two groups. The 

number of participants in each of the two groups was greater than 30, fulfilling the 

assumption of the Central Limit Theorem, where means are taken as normally distributed 

regardless  of  the  distribution  of  the  sample.  In  view of  the  fact  that  the  32  observations  on  

each group are barely over the threshold to assume normal distribution, a Jarque-Berra 

normality test was performed on the 32 observations of each group. The Jarque-Berra test was 

performed in the program EViews. You can find the code used to generate these operations in 

Appendix 11. 
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From the Jarque-Berra test, the null hypothesis that the observations are normally distributed 

was rejected for some variables, as their P-value was under 0.05. It is concluded that the 

variables with the P-value under 0.05 are not normally distributed. To see these results, refer 

to the tables in Appendix 13 and graphs in Appendix 14. The graphs were prepared to see the 

normality of each of the relevant observations visually. The graphs were performed in the 

statistical program STATA. The code used to generate these operations is found in the 

Appendix 11 as well. They support the understanding of the Jarque-Berra statistic by 

comparing the frequency in the sample with the theoretical normal distribution frequency.  

 

These results do not indicate that tests conducted in the next chapter are invalid, they are just 

less credible. The reader can decide whether he/she trusts the results of the tests performed on 

the data, provided in the next chapter. 

 

6.4 Summary of the Chapter 
 

In the chapter, the sample, which consisted of 64 business students in Finland, was described. 

32 subjects performed the experiment with animated graphs and 32 performed it with tables.  

 

Next, the chapter discusses the outliers found in the decisions made by the participants. From 

these observations, it was noted that at the price of €300.00 for the product Media and the 

price of €100.00 for the product Basic, the products no longer sell. 

 

Finally, the chapter gives details on the Jarque-Berra normality test used to test if the 32 

observations of each group are normally distributed. From this test it is found that some of the 

observations are not normally distributed. 

7. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
 
7.1 Objective and structure of the chapter 
 

This chapter contains the result  of the experiment.  In section 7.2 the statistical  tests used in 

the experiment are explained. Section 7.3 reveals the findings on the hypotheses, while 

section 7.4 presents other findings. Section 7.5 talks about a test for the difference in median 
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used in the experiment. Section 7.6 discusses the findings on the questionnaire. In section 7.7 

the validity, reliability and generalizability of the study are discussed. Lastly, section 7.8 

includes the summary of the chapter. 

 

7.2 Statistical Tests 
 

Using the resulting values (shareholder value, sales, market shares, units sold, and product 

margins) obtained from BGF’s  system,  the  control  and  experimental  groups  were  tested  in  

order to prove/disprove the hypotheses through an Independent Sample T-test for the 

difference in means. The two groups of people who participated in the experiment were 

evaluated using the previously mentioned quantitative dependent variables and their 

respective changes during the year 2010 (marked with a C after the variable). A non-

parametric Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test for the difference in median was also done for the 

same variables to confirm the results of the T-test. In the present study, the Wilcoxon/Mann-

Whitney test is particularly suitable, as it does not require normality assumption and, 

therefore, it supports the interpretation of t-test results for the sample with slightly above 30 

observations.  Additionally,  the  statements  answered  by  the  participants  in  terms  of  their  

satisfaction  towards  the  method  of  visualization  used  were  tested  with  both  tests.  The  tests  

aimed to discover if the means and the median of these dependent variables differed 

significantly between the two groups.  

 

All the calculations were performed by using a statistical program called EViews. The 

Independent Sample T-test and Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test suited well for comparing the 

two independent groups because the conditions of the experiment were not the same in each 

group.  A  critical  value  of  0.05  was  used  in  all  the  tests,  since  it  is  a  commonly  applied  

threshold for statistical significance. If the P value in any of the tests was below 0.05, then the 

variables deviated significantly from each other in the two groups that were compared. 

 

Assumptions in the Independent Sample T-test: 

-The variables are normally distributed in each of the two groups.  

-The groups are independent samples with the same variance.  
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-When the number of participants in each of the two groups is greater than 30, the means are 

taken as normally distributed regardless of the distribution of the sample (Central Limit 

Theorem).  

 

Assumptions of the Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney Test: 

-The observations are independent from each other. 

-The population is continuous and centred around median. 
 

7.3 Findings on Hypotheses 
 

H1: An Independent Sample T-test between the two groups in terms of the variable SV 

showed a significant difference in means. SV’s mean for the group with tables was 

€19,983,948 while for the group with graphs it was €17,155,991. This means that our H1 was 

rejected, as the group that did the experiment with tables had a larger mean for the variables 

SV than the group that did the experiment with animated graphs. 

 

H2: It could be determined from the results of an Independent Sample T-test, that the group 

that  made  the  decision  with  tables  took  a  significantly  smaller  amount  of  time  to  do  the  

experiment  ( x = 23.4 min.), in comparison to the group that did it with animated graphs 

( x =34.06 min.) This result rejects H2, since the group that did the experiment with tables 

took less time than the group that did the experiment with animated graphs. 

 

To see more details on the values obtained in the T-test, refer to the table found in the 

Appendix 15. 

 

7.4 Other Findings 
 

Results of an Independent Sample T-test in EViews between the two groups of subjects reveal 

that there was no significant difference in age, employment status, gender, experience and 

education level, which means that the subjects in both groups had homogeneous 

demographics. To see details, refer to Appendix 15. 
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It  is  interesting  to  note  that  the  difference  detected  in  SV between the  two groups  was  due  

mainly to the results obtained by the group with tables in the product Media. The T-tests show 

that there was a significant difference between the groups in terms of the variables MS, PM, 

S, and US, but only for the product Media. The group that did the experiment with tables was 

able to obtain significantly better results in respect to these variables, in comparison with the 

group that did the experiment with animated graphs. Table 5 shows the means obtained for 

the variables which were significantly different. 

 

Variable Animated Graphs ( x ) Tables ( x ) 

Shareholder Value (SV) 17,155,991.00 € 19,983,948.00 € 

Market Shares Media (MSM) 17.73% 22.29% 

Product Margins Media (PMM) 60,182.33 € 467,808.00 € 

Sales Media (SM) 1,747,953.00 € 2,257,145.00 € 

Units Sold Media (USM) 7,344 9,322 
Table 5: Means for both groups for five significant variables 

 

The percentage of change between the values obtained in the previous year (2009) and the 

values obtained after making the decision, (for year 2010) were measured for the variables 

obtained from the results of the experiment. With the percentages of change between the two 

years, an Independent Sample T-test was also run. The results of this test show that there was 

a significant difference in the percentage of change for the Shareholder Value (SVC) and the 

percentage of change for the variables Market Share (MSMC), Product Margins (PMMC), 

Sales (SMC), and Units Sold (USMC) for the product Media. You can see the means ( x ) for 

each change in variable in Table 6. (Details of the T-test can be found in Appendix 15.) 

 

Variable Animated Graphs* ( x ) Tables*( x ) 

Change in Shareholder Value (SVC) 101,53% 134,75% 

Change in Market Shares Media (MSMC) 23,56% 55,33% 

Change in Product Margins Media (PMMC) 1125,21% 9423,78% 

Change in Sales Media (SMMC) 49,57% 93,14% 

Change in Units Sold Media (USMC) 57,11% 99,41% 
Table 6: Means for both groups for five significant percentages of change for the tested variables:  

*Values in percentages. 
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7.5 A Test for the Difference in Median 

 

A Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test was performed in EViews to test for the difference in median 

between the two groups. The results found in this test are consistent with the previous results. 

The following variables have different medians between the two groups at 95% confidence 

level: Shareholder Value, Shareholder Value Change, Sales for Product Media, Change in 

Sales for the Product Media, Time and Statement 9: “The report was useful for selecting 

among alternative courses of action.” The results of the statements in the questionnaire will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 

 

For three variables (Units Sold for Product Media, Change in Units Sold for Product Media, 

and Statement 10: “My overall satisfaction with the report is best described as:”) the results 

were not completely congruent, since Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney did not give significant 

results and tie-adjusted Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney did. However, the variables were checked 

with a Paired-Sign Test, which revealed that the one-sided P-values were significant. Having 

completed this test, it is concluded that the medians are also significantly different for these 

three variables. In Appendices 16 and 17 you find the results of the Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 

and the Paired-Sign Test respectively. 

 

The test for difference in Median confirms the T-test for difference in means in the following 

variables: Shareholder Value (SV), Change in Shareholder Value (SVC), Sales for Product 

Media (SM), Change in Sales for Product Media (SMC), Units Sold for Product Media 

(USM), Change in Units Sold for Product Media (USMC), Time, and Statement 9.  

 

7.6 Findings on the Questionnaire 
 

Using the participants’ responses to the statements and the open-ended questions in the 

questionnaire, conclusions about the users’ opinion on the effectiveness of animated 

visualizations were made. 

 

7.6.1 Statements answered on a scale 
 

The answers to the statements included in the questionnaire, which were answered on a 7 

point Likert scale, were tested with an Independent Sample T-test and a Wilcoxon/Mann-
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Whitney test to identify any significant differences between the two groups. The statement 

which presented a significant difference for both tests was statement 9: “The report was useful 

for selecting among alternative courses of action.” The results show that the group that did the 

experiment with animated graphs agreed significantly more with this statement than the group 

that did the experiment with tables.  

 

In addition to the variables that were significantly different in both tests, the Paired-Sign Test 

done to confirm the Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test presented one variable that was 

significantly different between the two groups, which the T-test does not provide: Statement 

10: “My overall satisfaction with the report is best described as:” This shows that the graphs 

group seemed to be overall more satisfied with the method of visualization used to make the 

decision on sales forecasting. 

 

The rest of the statements in the questionnaire did not exhibit a significant difference between 

the two groups in any of the two tests. These statements evaluated the users’ overall 

satisfaction on the method of visualization they used to make their  decision as well  as their  

satisfaction towards the method of visualization in respect to: the precision, the level of 

difficulty for understanding, the usefulness for identifying the problem, the quality of the 

format, the usefulness for formulating solutions, the amount of information, the relevance, 

and  the  type  of  information.  In  these  different  aspects,  both  groups  seemed  to  have  no  

significant difference in satisfaction. 

 

7.6.2 Open Ended Questions 
 

From the questions that were answered by the participants at the end of the experiment, the 

aim was to obtain some qualitative insight on the overall effort of the participant, satisfaction 

with the method of visualization used, and suggestions for improvement. This information 

was obtained from the users’ method for decision-making (question 1), strengths (question 2) 

and weaknesses (question 3) of the method of visualization used, suggestions for 

improvement (question 4), preferred type of visualization (question 5) and personal effort in 

the experiment (question 6). All of the answers to these questions were read and summarized 

for each group. 
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For the group that did the experiment with animated graphs it can be concluded that for 

Question 1, 97% of the participants had a clear strategy for taking their decision. Each 

participant explained his/her reasons for selecting a determined price and volume for each 

product. This tells us that the participants had some type of reasoning for their decision and 

gave thought to it. Questions 2 and 3 were considered as a whole. The participants had to 

discuss strengths and weaknesses of using animated graphs. In general, the answers from 

these questions show a neutral response, where participants did not only point out deficiencies 

in the graphs, but also had positive remarks. Some examples of repeated positive comments 

were that the animated graphs were easy to visualize, that they had nice formatting, and that it 

was good way of seeing the changes of the products by year. Some of the negative comments 

found in the graphs, were that for some people the amount of information was overwhelming, 

that the graphs contained too much information, sometimes it was confusing, complicated, 

and that it took time to grasp the data represented in the graphs. For Question 4 the answers 

were found to be generally positive. A recurring suggestion was to combine the visualizations 

and  add  to  the  graphs  a  comparative  table  and  to  offer  less  information  or  choices.  In  

Question 5, 69% of the participants who did the experiment with tables would have preferred 

to visualize the information in graphs, 19% mixing graphs and tables, and 9% tables. For the 

last question the answers reveal that 73% of the participants made their best efforts to perform 

well in this experiment. 

 

In the group that did the experiment with tables, for Question 1, 84% of the participants 

showed to have a strategy in making their decision. For Questions 2 and 3 this group also 

responded both positive and negative comments. Some of the positive feedback had to do 

with  the  clarity  of  the  tables,  and  in  general  they  seemed  satisfied  with  the  method  of  

visualization. Some negative comments were that limited information was provided to make 

the decision, and that it was hard to understand the reasons for certain behaviors in the 

products. In Question 4, participants from this group recommended improvements in the 

formatting  of  the  tables,  and  to  add  more  variables  that  affect  the  decision.  For  Question  5,  

39% of the participants who did the experiment with tables expressed that they would have 

preferred to do the experiment with graphs, 35% expressed that they prefer tables, and 9.7% 

conveyed that they would prefer a combination of both visualization methods. For the 6th 

question, the answers expose that 74% of the participants tried their best to make the most 

adequate decision. 
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7.7 Validity, Reliability, Generalizability 
 

The conclusions of this study were useful for sales forecasting decision makers in considering 

the importance of selecting the right type of visualization for their decision makers if they do 

not do so already. 

 

In terms of the validity of the study, it is necessary to point out that the sample size was fairly 

small,  but  as  can  be  seen  from  the  results,  the  sample  itself  proved  to  be  homogeneous,  as  

both groups seemed to have no significant difference between them in terms of demographics. 

Additionally,  since  the  sample  size  of  32  for  each  of  the  two  groups  is  barely  over  the  

threshold  of  30  observations  to  assume a  normal  distribution  in  the  Independent  Sample  T-

test, the extra test of Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney for difference in median was performed. This 

test does not assume a normal distribution, and the results of the T-test were confirmed. The 

counterchecking  of  the  results  of  the  T-test  allows  the  result  of  the  experiment  to  be  more  

robust and reliable. 

 

The sample used to perform the experiment was students from business or management fields, 

which have at the very least a general idea of what factors should be considered when making 

a decision on sales forecasting. These students are future managers, and most might find 

themselves applying the practice they had by performing this experiment. It is possible that 

different  results  could  have  been  obtained  with  a  group  of  people  that  had  the  professional  

background and experience in the field, but this is out of the scope of the present study. 

 

It should also be noted that the historical information offered to the participants in the 

experiment was only for three years back. This can be considered to be a short period for the 

completion of the decision. However, both groups performing the experiment were provided 

with the same information. Nevertheless, they demonstrated a significant difference in the 

results of the decisions made using the same information, but a different method for 

visualizing it. This means that given a small amount of information, it was still possible for 

one group to outperform the other. It is also interesting to mention that from the open-ended 

answers, the group that did the experiment with tables generally asked for more information, 

and the group with graphs commented that the amount of information was too much. From 
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this it is concluded that when having limited historical information, the decision maker 

performs better by visualizing the information with tables. It is speculated that if we added 

more  years  of  historical  information,  tables  would  still  prove  to  be  a  better  method  of  

visualization. This could be an interesting area for further research. 

 

The results found in the study can be generalizable in terms of the area of sales forecasting. 

The experiment itself involved a decision in sales forecasting, and there would be a need to 

further research whether these results would apply to decisions in other fields. 

 

7.8 Summary of the Chapter 
 

The results were obtained by performing an Independent Sample T-test for the difference in 

means and a Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test for the difference in medians. Additionally, three 

variables  were  tested  with  the  Paired-Sign  Test  due  to  inconsistency  in  the  results  obtained  

with the Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney.  

 

The results of the tests show that both hypotheses in the experiment are rejected. The group 

that did the experiment with tables proves to have higher mean for Shareholder Value and the 

group also took less time to do the experiment. Moreover, in the t-test, the variables Market 

Shares, Units Sold, Sales, and Product Margins for the product Media are the variables that 

affect this resulting difference in Shareholder Value between the two groups, as these 

variables are the ones that are significantly different between the two groups. The changes in 

these values between the years 2009 and 2010 are also significantly different between the two 

groups.  

 

The Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney confirms the findings in the t-test for the following variables: 

Shareholder Value (SV), Change in Shareholder Value (SVC), Sales for Product Media (SM), 

Change in Sales for Product Media (SMC), Units Sold for Product Media (USM), Change in 

Units Sold for Product Media (USMC), Time, and Statement 9.  

 

No significant difference in age, employment status, gender, experience and education level, 

which means that the subjects in both groups had homogeneous demographics. 
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From the open-ended questions it is concluded that most participants tried their best and had a 

strategy in both groups. In general, participants in the tables group felt that they needed more 

information to make the decision, while some participants in the graphs group felt that the 

graphs took time to understand and that it had too much information. 

8. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
 

8.1 Objective and Structure of the Chapter 
 

This chapter concludes the thesis. Section 8.2 provides a short summary of the work done in 

the present study. Section 8.3 does an analysis of the contribution and section 8.4 discusses 

areas of further research. 

 

8.2 Short Summary 
 

The research objective of the thesis was to examine if animated graphs can improve the 

quality in terms of shareholder value of decisions made in sales forecasting. This objective 

included researching the business visualization area and its current formats: tables and graphs. 

Previous research on the subject matter was thoroughly explored to form a solid basis for the 

empirical research. Then, two hypotheses for the empirical research were formulated based on 

the previous research. The research hypotheses addressed the ability of animated graphs to 

improve decisions on sales forecasting. Finally, the empirical research was conducted by 

means of an experiment and the results were analyzed with various statistical measures to test 

the  hypotheses.  Based  on  the  analyses  and  the  tests  performed,  both  hypotheses  of  this  

research were rejected. The following section discusses the empirical findings of this study. 

Also, suggestions for further research are given at the end of this chapter. 

 

8.2 Analysis of the Contribution 
 

The goal of this research was to find out if animated graphs can improve the quality of 

decisions made in sales forecasting in comparison with tables. The outcome of the 

Independent Sample T-test on the means and the Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney on the medians of 
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the  results  obtained  from the  experiment;  show that  the  group that  did  the  experiment  with  

tables had a larger mean for the variables shareholder value than the group that did the 

experiment with animated graphs. This finding contradicts H1 of this thesis. Looking back at 

Umanath (1994) and Harvey’s (1996) findings, they said that graphs should be used when 

analyzing trends and making forecasts because they tend to show the global picture and inter-

relationships among data. Armstrong (2002) seems to agree with this. (Umanath et al. 1994., 

Harvey  et  al.  1996  as  cited  by  Chan)  The  results  of  this  study  contradict  these  statements,  

because according to these, the group with graphs should have obtained better results in view 

that the task was a forecasting one and graphs should be used for this type of task. 

Nevertheless, the results showed a better result for tables. This can be due to the fact that the 

data provided in the experiment was only for three years, and it is hard to make out a trend. If 

more years of historical data would have been provided, it is possible that the results would be 

different. It would be interesting to do the experiment with more years of historical reports, to 

see if this is the reason for the results.  

 

Table 5 provides the means ( x ) for each variable that showed significant difference between 

the groups. As can be seen, the variables that were significantly different between the two 

groups are all for the product Media: Market Share, Product Margins, Sales and Units Sold. 

This indicates that the decisions for the product Media were the ones that affected the greater 

shareholder value for the group with tables. From this it is concluded that the group that did 

the experiment with tables had an easier time understanding what price the product Media 

should have for the company to obtain the best results. One possible reason for this could be 

that the product Media has a higher dynamic. The product Basic is more stable, so it is easier 

to predict  the future prices and sales.  For Media, it might require deeper understanding, and 

apparently tables gave more insight for the decision makers than the animated graphs. Basic 

seemed to be more straightforward and easier to grasp with both visualization methods, and 

that is why the results do not show a significant difference between the groups. The decisions 

made for the product Basic did not significantly affect the outcome of the Horizon Wireless’ 

shareholder value. Graphs might present better simpler problems, whereas tables present more 

complex problems in a simple way. 

 

It is speculated if graphs would be better in the case that there is someone who has experience 

in the area, understands the topic better, and has a longer history of data. It could also be 
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possible that with more complex forecasting problems, tables are better because they 

emphasize discrete data values and are more effective for facilitating the extraction of specific 

values, as Umanath et al. 1994, and Harvey et al. 1996 mention. 

 

The percentage of change between the values obtained in the previous year (2009) and the 

values obtained after making the decision, (for year 2010) were measured for the variables in 

the experiment. The Independent Sample T-test of means shows that there was a significant 

difference in the percentage of change for the Shareholder Value and the percentage of 

change for the variables MS, PM, S, and US for the product Media. You can see the means 

( x ) for each change in variable in Table 6. These results match the results for the variables 

themselves. 

 

The Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test for the difference in median confirmed the findings of the 

T-test for the variables: SV, SVC, SM, SMC, USM, and USMC. This gives more consistency 

to the results of the research as there is congruence in many variables between the two tests. 

The consistency found in the tests makes the results more valid and more substantial. 

 

It could additionally be determined from the results of both the T-test and the 

Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test, that the group that made the decision with tables took less 

amount of time to do the experiment ( x = 23.4 min.), in comparison to the group that did it 

with animated graphs ( x =34.06 min.) This result rejects H2, since the group that did the 

experiment with tables took less time than the group that did the experiment with animated 

graphs. From these results we can conclude that the animated graphs used in the experiment 

took  more  time  to  be  understood.  The  ease  of  use  of  the  web-page  where  the  graphs  were  

presented could have also had an effect on the time it took to do the experiment. It should also 

be considered that the participants were looking at the graphs for the first time, and had to get 

used to the information and how to use them. Tables, on the other hand, are standardized and 

do not need as much explanations.  

 

The outliers found in the data could pinpoint a limit price of €100 for the product Basic and 

€300 for the product Media. If any of these prices happened to be greater, the product stopped 

being attractive for the consumers and the sales would be 0. From these observations, it was 
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deduced that there existed a higher uncertainty from the group who did the experiment with 

graphs, since a greater amount of outliers were found in that group. 

 

Because  of  the  proximity  of  the  sample  sizes  of  the  two  groups  in  the  experiment  to  30,  a  

Jarque-Berra normality test was run. The results of this test show that some of the variables 

are not normally distributed. The graphs yielded from this test can be seen in Appendix 14. 

These results do not indicate that the T-test is not valid. 

 

Concerning the statements found in the questionnaire handed to the participants, the results of 

the T-test and the Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test both demonstrate that Statement 9: “The 

report was useful for selecting among alternative courses of action.” is significantly different 

between the two groups. This tells us that the group that did the experiment with animated 

graphs agrees more with this statement, and believes that the animated graphs are useful for 

them in choosing alternatives. This result contradicts our main findings, since it is concluded 

that  the  participants  who  did  the  experiment  with  animated  graphs  were  more  uncertain  of  

their decisions and obtained lower shareholder value. These results may be due to the 

perception that with the help of graphs, the participants could obtain a bigger picture of the 

present situation, which enabled them to think of the alternatives for their decision in an easier 

way than by making the decision with tables. This is in fact a contradiction of the results, and 

it is only a perception that the participants get. 

 

Additionally, the Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test discovered a significant difference between 

the  groups  in  Statement  10:  “My  overall  satisfaction  with  the  report  is  best  described  as:”,  

where the group with graphs generally was more in accordance with this statement than the 

group with tables. This statement was not found to be significantly different in the T-test. This 

result is found to oppose the findings in the study, since the group with tables obtained better 

results.  A reason  for  this  phenomenon could  be  that  the  group that  did  the  experiment  with  

graphs felt more interested and curious in the experiment than the group with tables, since it 

was something new to them that caught their attention. The rest of the statements answered in 

the questionnaire did not demonstrate any significant difference between the two groups. 

 

The open ended questions show that most participants in both groups had a strategy to making 

the decision and that they tried their best to make the most adequate decision for Horizon 
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Wireless. Furthermore, the questions revealed confusion of the participants that did the 

experiment with graphs in reading the graphs and that it took time to understand them. These 

comments coincide with the results that show that this group took a longer time to finish the 

experiment. As was mentioned in the literature part of this thesis, evidence indicates that the 

decision maker who lacks graphics experience is likely to get little value out of a graphical 

display, even when the use of graphics is suggested by the task at hand and the proper format 

and features are selected. (Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) DeSanctis added that graphical 

interpretation is a skill which must be learned before any benefits from graphics can be 

obtained. (DeSanctis, 1984 as cited by Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) Ghani (1981), reported that 

decision makers perform best with an information format they are familiar with because they 

have developed heuristics, or rules, for interpreting data from the format. (As cited by 

Jarvenpaa et al., 1988) In accordance to these statements found in the literature, it is 

concluded that the animated graphs used in the experiment took a longer time for the 

participants to analyze because of their lack of experience using them and interpreting them. 

 

Some of the respondents in the group with graphs also mentioned that there was too much 

information in them. These observations suggest that the participants using graphs could have 

been exposed to information overload. As mentioned in section 2.7, information overload is 

“the combination of too much information and too little information processing capability.” 

(Schick, 1990 as cited by Chan, 2001) Information load has been related to cognitive strain, 

according to Benbasat. (1986). By what can be seen from the answers given by the 

participants, the group that made the experiment with graphs felt that the information 

provided to them was more abundant than the group with tables and this could have affected 

the quality of their decisions. 

 

In the case of the participants from the tables group, the responses show that they thought the 

visualization method was clear and easy to understand. Moreover, some mentioned that they 

would have needed more information to make a better decision. Both groups were exposed to 

the same amount of information, and apart from performing better, the group with tables also 

showed generally more willingness to receive more information than the group with graphs, 

who considered they had received too much. The group with tables expressing that they 

needed more information was merely a perception that they received from the visualization 

method,  and  not  a  difference  in  amount  of  information,  as  both  groups  had  the  same.  Both  
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groups had the information they needed to make the decision, and the group with tables 

simply felt they could have had more. This could be a potential area for further research. 

 

In order for the decision makers using animated graphs to perform better we would need 

simpler problems, more data or history to be able to observe trends, or more training and 

experience. If there was a standardized framework or information presentation standards for 

animated graphs, this could improve the time and quality of decisions made with this format. 

Standardization of tables or financial statements has helped in the past for these purposes. The 

results show that tables are superior to animated graphs in this setting.  

 

However, as participants have suggested there are plenty of possible improvements. If there is 

only one visualization method to choose from, tables should be selected. Nevertheless, if 

possible, graphs and tables should be combined, as 19% of the participants with graphs and 

9.7% of the participants with tables have suggested. As Helweg-Larsen et al., (2007) mention, 

if viewers are presented with columns of numbers along with graphs representing the same 

information, they will first look at the chart or graph to get a handle on the proportionality of 

the information and interconnections between bits of information. After this examination they 

will look at the numbers with more detail. It is interesting to notice that there is a larger 

percentage of participants who would have preferred mixing tables and graphs in the graphs 

group. This shows that the graphs group felt that they needed a complement to the 

information that was provided to them in animated graphs. This perception was less marked 

in the group with tables, although their perception indicated that they could use more 

information for their decision. 

 

However, this suggestion should be researched further. One last warning is that although the 

presentation with graphs yielded generally more satisfaction to the users when answering 

Statement 10 “My overall satisfaction with the report is best described as:” (as the 

Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney test revealed), it delivered worse results to users, at least for solving 

new problems. 

 

8.3 Suggestions for further Future Research 
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Considering the current financial crisis and global situation, it is crucial that decisions are 

made in the most effective and quick way. Animated visualizations not successful in some 

fields could be useful in others. On the other hand, visualizations that were beforehand 

considered for making decisions could be presently obsolete or outdated. Identifying the 

optimal visualization methods for decision making can prove to be not only cost effective, but 

necessary for many companies in these vulnerable times. 

 

For this purpose it is important to continue research in the field. It would be interesting to find 

out if people with other types of domain expertise react differently to animated graphs or 

tables.  The  research  could  be  performed  in  a  different  field  and  a  relevant  decision  to  that  

field. As mentioned before, it is also necessary to test this experiment with a group of people 

that had the professional background and experience in the area of sales forecasting, to see if 

different results could be obtained.  

 

In  the  “Validity,  Reliability  and  Generalizability”  section  of  this  thesis,  the  result  of  adding  

more years of historical information to the data presented to the subjects, is speculated. This 

subject could be further dealt with. Additionally, it is attractive to find out for what reason 

participants in the group with animated graphs agreed more with Statement 9: “The report 

was useful for selecting among alternative courses of action.” in comparison to the group with 

tables. 

 

Furthermore, in reference to the open-ended answers that the participants gave at the end of 

the experiment, it would be interesting to research further on the different perceptions 

obtained with each visualization method. What were the reasons for the perception of the 

group with tables that more information could be added to make the decision?  

 

In line with the results that show that the group with graphs took less time to do the 

experiment, further research could tackle the reasons for the greater delay in interpreting 

graphs. In addition, a similar research could be done by training a group of people in 

interpreting and using animated graphs, with the purpose of allowing them to develop their 

own analyzing methods and heuristics for more effective decision making. This would 

improve their understanding in the graphs and diminish the time taken in analysis. Another 
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option would be to attempt to standardize a format for graphs that people could study, use 

commonly, and that would help reduce time of analysis. 

 

For a more effective information presentation in sales forecasting, it would be recommended 

to follow the suggestion given by the participants in this study, in using a combined 

presentation of both graphs and tables. It would be interesting to find out if better results 

would be obtained by combining the two methods of visualization to see if there is an 

improvement in sales forecasting decisions. 
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10. APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1: Page used for facilitator to prepare the experiment for the subjects 
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Appendix 2: Page used to visualize reports in Tabular form 
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Appendix 3: Tabular Report 
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Appendix 4: Animated Graphical Visualization, Motion Chart for all Companies 
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Appendix 5: Animated Graphical Visualization, Motion Chart by Company 
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Appendix 6: Instructions for use of Motion Charts 
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Appendix 7: Graphical Visualization, Line Graph of Information on Expenses 
for All Companies 
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Appendix 8: Animated Graphical Visualization, Doughnut Graph of Information 
on Market Shares 
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Appendix 9: Graphical Visualization, Ratings and Rankings of all Companies 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Appendix 10: Questionnaire used in the experiment 
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Name: _________________________________ 

BEFORE MAKING THE DECISION 

 

Basic Demographic Info: 

 
Age 
 
a. 18-24 
b. 25-30 
c. 31-35 
d. 36-40 

 
Gender                  F               M 

 

Education level  

a. High school 
b. Bachelor student 
c. Master student 
d. Master graduate 
e. MBA 
f. PhD 

 
Experience (whether and for how long decisions in sales forecasting have been taken) 

a. 0-1 year 
b. 2-4 years 
c. 4-6 years 
d. more than 6 years 
 

Employment status 

a. student 
b. employed 
c. self employed 
d. unemployed 
 

TIME THAT YOU START TO ANALYZE THE REPORT (ANIMATED GRAPHS OR 

TABLES) TO MAKE THE DECISION: _____________________
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MAKE YOUR DECISION ON SALES FORECASTING FOR YEAR 2010 HERE: 

PRODUCT PRICE (€) FOR 2010 SALES VOLUME (UNITS) FOR 2010 

BASIC   

MEDIA   

 

TIME THAT YOU FINISHED MAKING DECISION: _____________________ 

 

AFTER MAKING THE DECISION 

 

Circle the report used:                     Tables                        Animated Graphs 

 

The subjects will be asked to react to the first nine statements using a seven point scale:  

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree  

 

The statements are referring to the animated graphs or the tables you used to make 

your decision. 

 

1. The contents of the report were very precise.  

 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

2. The report was very easy to understand.  

 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

3. The report was very useful for identifying and defining the problem.  

 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

4. The report was very well formatted.  

 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 
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5. The report was very useful in formulating solutions to the problem.  

 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

6. The report contained too much information.  

 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

7. The report was very relevant.  

 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

8. The report contained exactly the right type of information.  

 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

9. The report was useful for selecting among alternative courses of action.  

 

Strongly Disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Strongly Agree 

 

10. My overall satisfaction with the report is best described as:  

 

Very Dissatisfied      1  2  3  4  5  6  7     Very Satisfied 
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The open-ended questions that will be asked are the following:  

 

1. Describe briefly your decision making strategy.  

 

 

2. What were the strengths of the visualization used (animated graphs or tables) or how 

did it and the information content facilitate your decision making? 

 

 

3. What were the weaknesses or limitations of the report used (animated graphs or 

tables) and information content you used? 

 

 

4. How would you improve the visualization (animated graphs or tables) provided to 

you, i.e., what changes would you make to the form/content? 

 

 

5. If you had to repeat this exercise which presentation format would you prefer (tables 

or animated graphs)? 

 

 

6. Please discuss your personal effort in this game.  
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Appendix 11: Code used in STATA and EViews 
 

STATA code: 
 
foreach name in svg pbg pmg msbg msmg usbg usmg sdbg sdmg sbg smg pmbg pmmg 
svcg pbcg pmcg msbcg msmcg usbcg usmcg sdbcg sdmcg sbcg smcg pmbcg pmmcg 
timeg svt pbt pmt msbt msmt usbt usmt sdbt sdmt sbt smt pmbt pmmt svct pbct pmct 
msbct msmct usbct usmct sdbct sdmct sbct smct pmbct pmmct timet { 
 
histogram `name', bin(10) frequency fcolor(ltblue) lcolor(gs16) addlabel normal 
title(Empirical frequency against normal probability density) legend(on order(1 2) cols(2)) 
scheme(s1color) play(custom) 
 
} 
 
EViews code: 
 
for !i=1 to 43 
 

%var=vars(!i,1) 
 
%name0=%var + "1" 
%name1=%var + "0" 
 
series {%name1}(0)={%var}(32) 
series {%name0}(0)={%var}(0) 
 
%gr_name=%var + "_gr" 
group {%gr_name} {%name0} {%name1} 
 
smpl 1 32 
 
{%gr_name}.testbtw () 
 
smpl @all 
 

next !i 

for !i=1 to 43 
 

%var=vars(!i,1) 
 
{%var}.testby(med) visualization 

 
next !i 
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Appendix 12: Descriptive statistics 
Visulaization: Animated graphs

 Mean  Median  Maximum Minimum Std. Dev. Skewness Kurtosis Observations
AGE 2.094 2.000 3.000 1.000 0.734 -0.143 1.919 32

EASY_UNDERSTAND 5.094 5.500 7.000 1.000 1.422 -1.055 3.794 32
EDUCATION_LEVEL 3.156 3.000 6.000 2.000 0.767 1.916 8.084 32

EXPERIENCE 1.125 1.000 2.000 1.000 0.336 2.268 6.143 32
EMPLOYMENT_STATUS 1.469 1.000 4.000 1.000 0.950 1.926 5.323 32

GENDER 0.625 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.492 -0.516 1.267 32
PRECISE 5.531 6.000 7.000 3.000 1.295 -0.523 2.228 32

RELEVANT 5.406 6.000 7.000 3.000 1.160 -0.462 2.290 32
SATISFACTION 5.063 5.000 7.000 1.000 1.268 -1.082 4.550 32

TIME 34.063 31.000 75.000 8.000 14.765 0.661 3.353 32
TOO_MUCH_INFO 3.406 3.000 7.000 1.000 1.898 0.463 1.980 32

USEFUL_ALT_ACTION 5.094 5.000 7.000 1.000 1.489 -0.520 3.016 32
USEFUL_DEFINE_PROB 4.875 5.000 7.000 1.000 1.519 -0.516 2.865 32

USEFUL_SOLUTIONS 4.875 5.000 7.000 2.000 1.289 -0.132 2.254 32
RIGHT_INFO 4.969 5.000 7.000 2.000 1.492 -0.420 2.202 32

WELL_FORMATTED 5.594 6.000 7.000 2.000 1.456 -0.985 3.277 32
VISUALIZATION 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000  NA  NA 32

MARKET_SHARES_BASIC 0.247 0.265 0.329 0.000 0.077 -2.118 7.512 32
MARKET_SHARES_MEDIA 0.177 0.227 0.261 0.000 0.097 -1.260 2.720 32

PM_BASIC 1276619.0 1465355.0 1703878.0 -2164733.0 911165.3 -3.503 13.563 32
PM_MEDIA 60182.3 473659.7 711857.9 -1391525.0 815933.5 -1.124 2.471 32

PRICE_BASIC 69.7 65.0 130.0 54.0 16.1 2.266 8.308 32
PRICE_MEDIA 246.1 252.5 340.0 0.0 61.8 -1.973 9.288 32
SALES_BASIC 4457088.0 4791745.0 5138013.0 0.0 1207550.0 -3.261 12.386 32
SALES_MEDIA 1747953.0 2211575.0 2532471.0 0.0 970074.9 -1.174 2.579 32

SD_BASIC 7088.6 3028.8 60834.3 -2668.5 14768.2 3.122 11.724 32
SD_MEDIA -2303.6 -1961.3 5303.0 -13748.9 5244.2 -0.014 2.249 32

SHAREHOLDER_VALUE 17155991.0 19863592.0 22621062.0 -1897137.0 6170275.0 -1.593 4.935 32
UNITS_SOLD_BASIC 68847.1 73719.2 93839.8 0.0 21952.8 -1.929 6.770 32
UNITS_SOLD_MEDIA 7344.4 9703.0 9703.0 0.0 3998.9 -1.280 2.737 32

MSB_CH -0.084 -0.019 0.217 -1.000 0.283 -2.118 7.512 32
MSM_CH 0.236 0.585 0.818 -1.000 0.675 -1.260 2.720 32
PMB_CH -0.006 0.141 0.327 -2.686 0.710 -3.503 13.563 32
PMM_CH 11.252 95.429 143.922 -284.291 166.110 -1.124 2.471 32

PRICEB_CH 0.040 -0.030 0.940 -0.194 0.241 2.266 8.308 32
PRICEM_CH -0.016 0.010 0.360 -1.000 0.247 -1.973 9.288 32

SALES_BASIC_CH -0.099 -0.031 0.039 -1.000 0.244 -3.261 12.386 32
SALES_MEDIA_CH 0.496 0.892 1.167 -1.000 0.830 -1.174 2.579 32

SDB_CH -0.028 -0.585 7.342 -1.366 2.025 3.122 11.724 32
SDM_CH -14.425 -12.430 29.905 -81.127 30.563 -0.014 2.249 32
SV_CH 1.015 1.333 1.657 -1.223 0.725 -1.593 4.935 32

USB_CH -0.067 -0.001 0.272 -1.000 0.297 -1.929 6.770 32
USM_CH 0.571 1.076 1.076 -1.000 0.855 -1.280 2.737 32  
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Visulaization: Tables
 Mean  Median  Maximum Minimum Std. Dev. Skewness Kurtosis Observations

AGE 1.906 2.000 4.000 1.000 0.689 0.718 4.270 32
EASY_UNDERSTAND 5.000 5.000 7.000 2.000 1.368 -0.692 3.177 32
EDUCATION_LEVEL 3.063 3.000 6.000 2.000 0.801 1.422 6.964 32

EXPERIENCE 1.094 1.000 3.000 1.000 0.390 4.220 19.949 32
EMPLOYMENT_STATUS 1.375 1.000 4.000 1.000 0.707 2.121 7.456 32

GENDER 0.594 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.499 -0.382 1.146 32
PRECISE 4.969 5.000 7.000 2.000 1.448 -0.269 2.377 32

RELEVANT 4.938 5.000 7.000 2.000 1.294 -0.065 2.589 32
SATISFACTION 4.438 5.000 7.000 1.000 1.413 -0.254 2.692 32

TIME 23.406 23.000 45.000 4.000 11.033 0.329 2.550 32
TOO_MUCH_INFO 3.250 3.000 7.000 1.000 1.984 0.403 1.922 32

USEFUL_ALT_ACTION 4.313 4.000 7.000 2.000 1.447 0.024 2.121 32
USEFUL_DEFINE_PROB 4.594 4.500 7.000 2.000 1.316 0.181 2.278 32

USEFUL_SOLUTIONS 4.281 4.000 7.000 2.000 1.326 -0.023 2.166 32
RIGHT_INFO 4.469 4.000 7.000 2.000 1.524 0.338 2.064 32

WELL_FORMATTED 5.281 5.500 7.000 3.000 1.114 -0.573 2.632 32
VISUALIZATION 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000  NA  NA 32

MARKET_SHARES_BASIC 0.259 0.263 0.326 0.000 0.055 -3.161 16.511 32
MARKET_SHARES_MEDIA 0.223 0.230 0.241 0.000 0.042 -5.009 27.273 32

PM_BASIC 1431723.0 1549723.0 1703878.0 -2164733.0 667788.6 -5.099 28.021 32
PM_MEDIA 467808.0 556669.5 702205.2 -1391525.0 373727.2 -4.008 20.471 32

PRICE_BASIC 66.4 65.5 100.0 55.0 8.4 1.806 8.981 32
PRICE_MEDIA 244.2 246.5 300.0 202.0 21.1 0.036 3.306 32
SALES_BASIC 4662533.0 4790093.0 5129410.0 0.0 860660.0 -5.188 28.692 32
SALES_MEDIA 2257145.0 2373054.0 2522768.0 0.0 442841.4 -4.304 22.519 32

SD_BASIC 4591.5 3174.7 60834.3 -2409.5 10532.2 4.948 27.105 32
SD_MEDIA -3834.0 -3390.2 5303.0 -9203.5 3271.9 0.276 3.138 32

SHAREHOLDER_VALUE 19983948.0 20981379.0 22708794.0 1490474.0 3993371.0 -3.609 16.324 32
UNITS_SOLD_BASIC 72104.6 73135.6 93062.9 0.0 15850.1 -2.802 14.676 32
UNITS_SOLD_MEDIA 9322.0 9703.0 9703.0 0.0 1730.1 -5.128 28.074 32

MSB_CH -0.042 -0.026 0.208 -1.000 0.204 -3.161 16.511 32
MSM_CH 0.553 0.603 0.682 -1.000 0.290 -5.009 27.273 32
PMB_CH 0.115 0.207 0.327 -2.686 0.520 -5.099 28.021 32
PMM_CH 94.238 112.329 141.957 -284.291 76.085 -4.008 20.471 32

PRICEB_CH -0.009 -0.022 0.493 -0.179 0.126 1.806 8.981 32
PRICEM_CH -0.023 -0.014 0.200 -0.192 0.084 0.036 3.306 32

SALES_BASIC_CH -0.057 -0.031 0.037 -1.000 0.174 -5.188 28.692 32
SALES_MEDIA_CH 0.931 1.031 1.159 -1.000 0.379 -4.304 22.519 32

SDB_CH -0.370 -0.565 7.342 -1.330 1.444 4.948 27.105 32
SDM_CH -23.344 -20.758 29.905 -54.637 19.068 0.276 3.138 32
SV_CH 1.348 1.465 1.668 -0.825 0.469 -3.609 16.324 32

USB_CH -0.023 -0.009 0.261 -1.000 0.215 -2.802 14.676 32
USM_CH 0.994 1.076 1.076 -1.000 0.370 -5.128 28.074 32  
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Appendix 13: Normality test 

Visulaization: Normality test:
Animated graphs  Jarque-Bera  Probability

AGE 1.667 0.435
EASY_UNDERSTAND 6.782 0.034
EDUCATION_LEVEL 54.039 0.000

EXPERIENCE 40.599 0.000
EMPLOYMENT_STATUS 26.991 0.000

GENDER 5.428 0.066
PRECISE 2.253 0.324

RELEVANT 1.809 0.405
SATISFACTION 9.444 0.009

TIME 2.499 0.287
TOO_MUCH_INFO 2.531 0.282

USEFUL_ALT_ACTION 1.442 0.486
USEFUL_DEFINE_PROB 1.443 0.486

USEFUL_SOLUTIONS 0.834 0.659
RIGHT_INFO 1.791 0.408

WELL_FORMATTED 5.276 0.071
VISUALIZATION  NA  NA

MARKET_SHARES_BASIC 51.070 0.000
MARKET_SHARES_MEDIA 8.568 0.014

PM_BASIC 214.197 0.000
PM_MEDIA 7.109 0.029

PRICE_BASIC 64.958 0.000
PRICE_MEDIA 73.477 0.000
SALES_BASIC 174.181 0.000
SALES_MEDIA 7.585 0.023

SD_BASIC 153.459 0.000
SD_MEDIA 0.754 0.686

SHAREHOLDER_VALUE 18.533 0.000
UNITS_SOLD_BASIC 38.807 0.000
UNITS_SOLD_MEDIA 8.825 0.012

MSB_CH 51.070 0.000
MSM_CH 8.568 0.014
PMB_CH 214.197 0.000
PMM_CH 7.109 0.029

PRICEB_CH 64.958 0.000
PRICEM_CH 73.477 0.000

SALES_BASIC_CH 174.181 0.000
SALES_MEDIA_CH 7.585 0.023

SDB_CH 153.459 0.000
SDM_CH 0.754 0.686
SV_CH 18.533 0.000

USB_CH 38.807 0.000
USM_CH 8.825 0.012  
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Visulaization: Normality test:
Tables  Jarque-Bera  Probability

AGE 4.899 0.086
EASY_UNDERSTAND 2.593 0.274
EDUCATION_LEVEL 31.730 0.000

EXPERIENCE 478.004 0.000
EMPLOYMENT_STATUS 50.453 0.000

GENDER 5.362 0.069
PRECISE 0.904 0.636

RELEVANT 0.248 0.884
SATISFACTION 0.472 0.790

TIME 0.847 0.655
TOO_MUCH_INFO 2.415 0.299

USEFUL_ALT_ACTION 1.034 0.596
USEFUL_DEFINE_PROB 0.870 0.647

USEFUL_SOLUTIONS 0.930 0.628
RIGHT_INFO 1.777 0.411

WELL_FORMATTED 1.932 0.381
VISUALIZATION  NA  NA

MARKET_SHARES_BASIC 296.686 0.000
MARKET_SHARES_MEDIA 919.373 0.000

PM_BASIC 973.424 0.000
PM_MEDIA 492.667 0.000

PRICE_BASIC 65.086 0.000
PRICE_MEDIA 0.132 0.936
SALES_BASIC 1023.651 0.000
SALES_MEDIA 606.775 0.000

SD_BASIC 905.295 0.000
SD_MEDIA 0.433 0.805

SHAREHOLDER_VALUE 306.181 0.000
UNITS_SOLD_BASIC 223.659 0.000
UNITS_SOLD_MEDIA 978.522 0.000

MSB_CH 296.686 0.000
MSM_CH 919.373 0.000
PMB_CH 973.424 0.000
PMM_CH 492.667 0.000

PRICEB_CH 65.086 0.000
PRICEM_CH 0.132 0.936

SALES_BASIC_CH 1023.651 0.000
SALES_MEDIA_CH 606.775 0.000

SDB_CH 905.295 0.000
SDM_CH 0.433 0.805
SV_CH 306.181 0.000

USB_CH 223.659 0.000
USM_CH 978.522 0.000

Visualization: 
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                             Appendix 14: Graphs showing Normality of Variables  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 14: Graphs showing Normality of Variables 
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Appendix 15: Results of t-test 

Variable/Test name Observations Mean/df Std. Dev./Value Std. Err. of Mean/Probability
AGE_G 32 2.094 0.734 0.130
AGE_T 32 1.906 0.689 0.122
All 64 2.000 0.713 0.089
t-test 62.000 1.053 0.296
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.750 1.053 0.296

EMPLOYMENT_STATUS_G 32 1.469 0.950 0.168
EMPLOYMENT_STATUS_T 32 1.375 0.707 0.125
All 64 1.422 0.832 0.104
t-test 62.000 0.448 0.656
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 57.287 0.448 0.656

TIME_G 32 34.063 14.765 2.610
TIME_T 32 23.406 11.033 1.950
All 64 28.734 14.000 1.750
t-test 62.000 3.270 0.002
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 57.392 3.270 0.002

SATISFACTION_G 32 5.063 1.268 0.224
SATISFACTION_T 32 4.438 1.413 0.250
All 64 4.750 1.369 0.171
t-test 62.000 1.862 0.067
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.293 1.862 0.067

RELEVANT_G 32 5.406 1.160 0.205
RELEVANT_T 32 4.938 1.294 0.229
All 64 5.172 1.242 0.155
t-test 62.000 1.526 0.132
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.278 1.526 0.132

PRECISE_G 32 5.531 1.295 0.229
PRECISE_T 32 4.969 1.448 0.256
All 64 5.250 1.392 0.174
t-test 62.000 1.638 0.106
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.243 1.638 0.107

GENDER_G 32 0.625 0.492 0.087
GENDER_T 32 0.594 0.499 0.088
All 64 0.609 0.492 0.061
t-test 62.000 0.252 0.802
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.987 0.252 0.802

EXPERIENCE_G 32 1.125 0.336 0.059
EXPERIENCE_T 32 1.094 0.390 0.069
All 64 1.109 0.362 0.045
t-test 62.000 0.343 0.733
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 60.666 0.343 0.733  
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Variable/Test name Observations Mean/df Std. Dev./Value Std. Err. of Mean/Probability
EDUCATION_LEVEL_G 32 3.156 0.767 0.136
EDUCATION_LEVEL_T 32 3.063 0.801 0.142
All 64 3.109 0.779 0.097
t-test 62.000 0.478 0.634
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.883 0.478 0.634

EASY_UNDERSTAND_G 32 5.094 1.422 0.251
EASY_UNDERSTAND_T 32 5.000 1.368 0.242
All 64 5.047 1.385 0.173
t-test 62.000 0.269 0.789
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.905 0.269 0.789

USEFUL_DEFINE_PROB_G 32 4.875 1.519 0.268
USEFUL_DEFINE_PROB_T 32 4.594 1.316 0.233
All 64 4.734 1.417 0.177
t-test 62.000 0.792 0.432
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 60.775 0.792 0.432

USEFUL_ALT_ACTION_G 32 5.094 1.489 0.263
USEFUL_ALT_ACTION_T 32 4.313 1.447 0.256
All 64 4.703 1.508 0.189
t-test 62.000 2.129 0.037
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.949 2.129 0.037

TOO_MUCH_INFO_G 32 3.406 1.898 0.336
TOO_MUCH_INFO_T 32 3.250 1.984 0.351
All 64 3.328 1.928 0.241
t-test 62.000 0.322 0.749
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.880 0.322 0.749

USEFUL_SOLUTIONS_G 32 4.875 1.289 0.228
USEFUL_SOLUTIONS_T 32 4.281 1.326 0.234
All 64 4.578 1.331 0.166
t-test 62.000 1.817 0.074
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.951 1.817 0.074

RIGHT_INFO_G 32 4.969 1.492 0.264
RIGHT_INFO_T 32 4.469 1.524 0.269
All 64 4.719 1.517 0.190
t-test 62.000 1.327 0.190
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 61.972 1.327 0.190

WELL_FORMATTED_G 32 5.594 1.456 0.257
WELL_FORMATTED_T 32 5.281 1.114 0.197
All 64 5.438 1.296 0.162
t-test 62.000 0.964 0.339
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 58.030 0.964 0.339  
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Variable/Test name Observations Mean/df Std. Dev./Value Std. Err. of Mean/Probability
MARKET_SHARES_BASIC_G 32 0.247 0.077 0.014
MARKET_SHARES_BASIC_T 32 0.259 0.055 0.010
All 64 0.253 0.066 0.008
t-test 62.000 -0.679 0.500
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.309 -0.679 0.500

MARKET_SHARES_MEDIA_G 32 0.177 0.097 0.017
MARKET_SHARES_MEDIA_T 32 0.223 0.042 0.007
All 64 0.200 0.077 0.010
t-test 62.000 -2.447 0.017
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 42.109 -2.447 0.019

PM_BASIC_G 32 1276,619.000 911,165.300 161,072.800
PM_BASIC_T 32 1431,723.000 667,788.600 118,049.500
All 64 1354,171.000 796,281.000 99,535.120
t-test 62.000 -0.777 0.440
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.846 -0.777 0.441

PM_MEDIA_G 32 60,182.330 815,933.500 144,238.000
PM_MEDIA_T 32 467,808.000 373,727.200 66,066.260
All 64 263,995.100 662,205.800 82,775.720
t-test 62.000 -2.569 0.013
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 43.459 -2.569 0.014

PRICE_BASIC_G 32 69.656 16.142 2.853
PRICE_BASIC_T 32 66.422 8.427 1.490
All 64 68.039 12.877 1.610
t-test 62.000 1.005 0.319
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 46.730 1.005 0.320

PRICE_MEDIA_G 32 246.125 61.814 10.927
PRICE_MEDIA_T 32 244.187 21.081 3.727
All 64 245.156 45.824 5.728
t-test 62.000 0.168 0.867
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 38.115 0.168 0.868

SALES_BASIC_G 32 4457,088.000 1207,550.000 213,466.600
SALES_BASIC_T 32 4662,533.000 860,660.000 152,144.600
All 64 4559,810.000 1045,334.000 130,666.800
t-test 62.000 -0.784 0.436
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.035 -0.784 0.437

SALES_MEDIA_G 32 1747,953.000 970,074.900 171,486.600
SALES_MEDIA_T 32 2257,145.000 442,841.400 78,284.030
All 64 2002,549.000 790,822.400 98,852.800
t-test 62.000 -2.701 0.009
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 43.383 -2.701 0.010  
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Variable/Test name Observations Mean/df Std. Dev./Value Std. Err. of Mean/Probability
SD_BASIC_G 32 7,088.645 14,768.240 2,610.681
SD_BASIC_T 32 4,591.452 10,532.180 1,861.845
All 64 5,840.049 12,786.180 1,598.272
t-test 62.000 0.779 0.439
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.053 0.779 0.439

SD_MEDIA_G 32 -2,303.604 5,244.191 927.051
SD_MEDIA_T 32 -3,833.965 3,271.872 578.391
All 64 -3,068.784 4,403.965 550.496
t-test 62.000 1.401 0.166
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 51.958 1.401 0.167

SHAREHOLDER_VALUE_G 32 17155,991.000 6170,275.000 1090,761.000
SHAREHOLDER_VALUE_T 32 19983,948.000 3993,371.000 705,934.900
All 64 18569,970.000 5349,019.000 668,627.300
t-test 62.000 -2.177 0.033
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 53.093 -2.177 0.034

UNITS_SOLD_BASIC_G 32 68,847.140 21,952.790 3,880.742
UNITS_SOLD_BASIC_T 32 72,104.550 15,850.090 2,801.927
All 64 70,475.850 19,064.400 2,383.050
t-test 62.000 -0.681 0.499
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.414 -0.681 0.499

UNITS_SOLD_MEDIA_G 32 7,344.444 3,998.880 706.909
UNITS_SOLD_MEDIA_T 32 9,322.022 1,730.126 305.846
All 64 8,333.233 3,214.769 401.846
t-test 62.000 -2.567 0.013
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 42.213 -2.567 0.014

MSB_CH_G 32 -0.084 0.283 0.050
MSB_CH_T 32 -0.042 0.204 0.036
All 64 -0.063 0.246 0.031
t-test 62.000 -0.679 0.500
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.309 -0.679 0.500

MSM_CH_G 32 0.236 0.675 0.119
MSM_CH_T 32 0.553 0.290 0.051
All 64 0.394 0.539 0.067
t-test 62.000 -2.447 0.017
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 42.109 -2.447 0.019

PMB_CH_G 32 -0.006 0.710 0.125
PMB_CH_T 32 0.115 0.520 0.092
All 64 0.055 0.620 0.078
t-test 62.000 -0.777 0.440
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.846 -0.777 0.441  
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Variable/Test name Observations Mean/df Std. Dev./Value Std. Err. of Mean/Probability
PMM_CH_G 32 11.252 166.110 29.364
PMM_CH_T 32 94.238 76.085 13.450
All 64 52.745 134.814 16.852
t-test 62.000 -2.569 0.013
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 43.459 -2.569 0.014

PRICEB_CH_G 32 0.040 0.241 0.043
PRICEB_CH_T 32 -0.009 0.126 0.022
All 64 0.016 0.192 0.024
t-test 62.000 1.005 0.319
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 46.730 1.005 0.320

PRICEM_CH_G 32 -0.016 0.247 0.044
PRICEM_CH_T 32 -0.023 0.084 0.015
All 64 -0.019 0.183 0.023
t-test 62.000 0.168 0.867
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 38.115 0.168 0.868

SALES_BASIC_CH_G 32 -0.099 0.244 0.043
SALES_BASIC_CH_T 32 -0.057 0.174 0.031
All 64 -0.078 0.211 0.026
t-test 62.000 -0.784 0.436
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.035 -0.784 0.437

SALES_MEDIA_CH_G 32 0.496 0.830 0.147
SALES_MEDIA_CH_T 32 0.931 0.379 0.067
All 64 0.714 0.677 0.085
t-test 62.000 -2.701 0.009
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 43.383 -2.701 0.010

SDB_CH_G 32 -0.028 2.025 0.358
SDB_CH_T 32 -0.370 1.444 0.255
All 64 -0.199 1.753 0.219
t-test 62.000 0.779 0.439
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.053 0.779 0.439

SDM_CH_G 32 -14.425 30.563 5.403
SDM_CH_T 32 -23.344 19.068 3.371
All 64 -18.885 25.666 3.208
t-test 62.000 1.401 0.166
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 51.958 1.401 0.167

SV_CH_G 32 1.015 0.725 0.128
SV_CH_T 32 1.348 0.469 0.083
All 64 1.181 0.628 0.079
t-test 62.000 -2.177 0.033
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 53.093 -2.177 0.034  
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Variable/Test name Observations Mean/df Std. Dev./Value Std. Err. of Mean/Probability
USB_CH_G 32 -0.067 0.297 0.053
USB_CH_T 32 -0.023 0.215 0.038
All 64 -0.045 0.258 0.032
t-test 62.000 -0.681 0.499
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 56.414 -0.681 0.499

USM_CH_G 32 0.571 0.855 0.151
USM_CH_T 32 0.994 0.370 0.065
All 64 0.783 0.688 0.086
t-test 62.000 -2.567 0.013
Satterthwaite-Welch t-test* 42.213 -2.567 0.014  
* t-test assuming unequal variances for both samples. 

 

Appendix 16: Results of test for difference in median 
Test for Equality of Medians of SV Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 2.081209 0.0374
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 2.081304 0.0374
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 20981379 17 37.35938 0.256852
GRAPHS 32 19863592 15 27.64063 -0.256942
All 64 20561758 32 32.5 -0.000045

Test for Equality of Medians of PB Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.013427 0.9893
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.013461 0.9893
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 65.5 16 32.45313 -0.0322
GRAPHS 32 65 13 32.54687 0.033139
All 64 65 29 32.5 0.000469

Test for Equality of Medians of PM Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.913046 0.3612
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.914219 0.3606
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 246.5 15 30.35938 -0.10419
GRAPHS 32 252.5 17 34.64063 0.101627
All 64 248.495 32 32.5 -0.001282

Test for Equality of Medians of MSB Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0 1
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0 1
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 0.263225 12 32.51563 0.026379
GRAPHS 32 0.265113 14 32.48438 -0.024062
All 64 0.265113 26 32.5 0.001158

Test for Equality of Medians of MSM Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.315861 0.1882
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.318657 0.1873
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 0.230064 18 35.57813 0.149755
GRAPHS 32 0.227477 14 29.42187 -0.132682
All 64 0.228742 32 32.5 0.008536  
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Test for Equality of Medians of USB Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0 1
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0 1
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 73135.64 12 32.51563 0.026379
GRAPHS 32 73719.15 14 32.48438 -0.024062
All 64 73719.15 26 32.5 0.001158

Test for Equality of Medians of USM Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.819379 0.0689
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 2.52012 0.0117
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 9702.953 0 36.75 0.148707
GRAPHS 32 9702.953 0 28.25 -0.266665
All 64 9702.953 0 32.5 -0.058979

Test for Equality of Medians of SDB Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0 1
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0 1
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 3174.668 16 32.48438 -0.026379
GRAPHS 32 3028.79 13 32.51563 0.024062
All 64 3028.79 29 32.5 -0.001158

Test for Equality of Medians of SDM Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.315861 0.1882
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.318657 0.1873
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 -3390.19 14 29.42187 -0.149755
GRAPHS 32 -1961.29 18 35.57813 0.132682
All 64 -2676.72 32 32.5 -0.008536

Test for Equality of Medians of SB Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.201407 0.8404
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.201928 0.84
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 4790093 12 32.01562 -0.013839
GRAPHS 32 4791745 14 32.98438 0.015774
All 64 4791745 26 32.5 0.000967

Test for Equality of Medians of SM Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 2.255762 0.0241
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 2.260554 0.0238
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 2373054 20 37.76563 0.256974
GRAPHS 32 2211575 11 27.23438 -0.2481
All 64 2280194 31 32.5 0.004437

Test for Equality of Medians of PMB Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.362856 0.1729
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.366364 0.1718
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 1549723 19 35.6875 0.154644
GRAPHS 32 1465355 13 29.3125 -0.156174
All 64 1538768 32 32.5 -0.000765

Test for Equality of Medians of PMM Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.792525 0.073
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.795755 0.0725
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 556669.5 18 36.6875 0.21392
GRAPHS 32 473659.7 13 28.3125 -0.208165
All 64 531766.6 31 32.5 0.002877  
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Test for Equality of Medians of SVC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 2.081209 0.0374
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 2.081304 0.0374
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 1.464719 17 37.35938 0.256852
GRAPHS 32 1.33341 15 27.64063 -0.256942
All 64 1.415425 32 32.5 -0.000045

Test for Equality of Medians of PBC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.013427 0.9893
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.013461 0.9893
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 -0.02239 16 32.45313 -0.0322
GRAPHS 32 -0.02985 13 32.54687 0.033139
All 64 -0.02985 29 32.5 0.000469

Test for Equality of Medians of PMC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.913046 0.3612
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.914219 0.3606
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 -0.014 15 30.35938 -0.10419
GRAPHS 32 0.01 17 34.64063 0.101627
All 64 -0.00602 32 32.5 -0.001282

Test for Equality of Medians of MSBC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0 1
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0 1
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 -0.02592 12 32.51563 0.026379
GRAPHS 32 -0.01893 14 32.48438 -0.024062
All 64 -0.01893 26 32.5 0.001158

Test for Equality of Medians of MSMC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.315861 0.1882
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.318657 0.1873
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 0.603488 18 35.57813 0.149755
GRAPHS 32 0.585459 14 29.42187 -0.132682
All 64 0.594277 32 32.5 0.008536

Test for Equality of Medians of USBC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0 1
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0 1
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 -0.00892 12 32.51563 0.026379
GRAPHS 32 -0.00101 14 32.48438 -0.024062
All 64 -0.00101 26 32.5 0.001158

Test for Equality of Medians of USMC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.819379 0.0689
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 2.52012 0.0117
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 1.075615 0 36.75 0.148707
GRAPHS 32 1.075615 0 28.25 -0.266665
All 64 1.075615 0 32.5 -0.058979

Test for Equality of Medians of SDBC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0 1
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0 1
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 -0.56469 16 32.48438 -0.026379
GRAPHS 32 -0.58469 13 32.51563 0.024062
All 64 -0.58469 29 32.5 -0.001158  
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Test for Equality of Medians of SDMC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.315861 0.1882
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.318657 0.1873
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 -20.7577 14 29.42187 -0.149755
GRAPHS 32 -12.4302 18 35.57813 0.132682
All 64 -16.5996 32 32.5 -0.008536

Test for Equality of Medians of SBC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.201407 0.8404
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.201928 0.84
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 -0.03117 12 32.01562 -0.013839
GRAPHS 32 -0.03083 14 32.98438 0.015774
All 64 -0.03083 26 32.5 0.000967

Test for Equality of Medians of SMC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 2.255762 0.0241
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 2.260554 0.0238
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 1.030535 20 37.76563 0.256974
GRAPHS 32 0.892363 11 27.23438 -0.2481
All 64 0.951078 31 32.5 0.004437

Test for Equality of Medians of PMBC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.362856 0.1729
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.366364 0.1718
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 0.207014 19 35.6875 0.154644
GRAPHS 32 0.141303 13 29.3125 -0.156174
All 64 0.198481 32 32.5 -0.000765

Test for Equality of Medians of PMMC Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.792525 0.073
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.795755 0.0725
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 112.3285 18 36.6875 0.21392
GRAPHS 32 95.42915 13 28.3125 -0.208165
All 64 107.2587 31 32.5 0.002877

Test for Equality of Medians of AGE Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.080886 0.2797
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.197012 0.2313
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 2 4 29.96875 -0.101656
GRAPHS 32 2 10 35.03125 0.117765
All 64 2 14 32.5 0.008054

Test for Equality of Medians of EDUCATION_LEVEL Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.382674 0.702
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.467356 0.6402
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 3 6 31.59375 -0.041939
GRAPHS 32 3 5 33.40625 0.06464
All 64 3 11 32.5 0.011351

Test for Equality of Medians of EXPERIENCE Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.396101 0.692
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.783954 0.4331
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 1 2 31.5625 0.006985
GRAPHS 32 1 4 33.4375 0.091292
All 64 1 6 32.5 0.049139  
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Test for Equality of Medians of EMPLOYMENT_STATUS Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.060422 0.9518
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.078087 0.9378
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 1 9 32.65625 0.054669
GRAPHS 32 1 8 32.34375 0.070607
All 64 1 17 32.5 0.062638

Test for Equality of Medians of TIME Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 3.04125 0.0024
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 3.044528 0.0023
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 23 10 25.40625 -0.369957
GRAPHS 32 31 22 39.59375 0.369839
All 64 28.5 32 32.5 -0.0000589

Test for Equality of Medians of PRECISE Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.537409 0.1242
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.574467 0.1154
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 5 11 28.90625 -0.193713
GRAPHS 32 6 18 36.09375 0.160042
All 64 5 29 32.5 -0.016835

Test for Equality of Medians of EASY_UNDERSTAND Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.483378 0.6288
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.499963 0.6171
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 5 11 31.35938 -0.046243
GRAPHS 32 5.5 16 33.64063 0.025313
All 64 5 27 32.5 -0.010465

Test for Equality of Medians of USEFUL_DEFINE_PROB Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.980182 0.327
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.00215 0.3163
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 4.5 8 30.20312 -0.100257
GRAPHS 32 5 11 34.79688 0.089392
All 64 5 19 32.5 -0.005432

Test for Equality of Medians of WELL_FORMATTED Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.342715 0.1794
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.386954 0.1655
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 5.5 3 29.35938 -0.157999
GRAPHS 32 6 11 35.64063 0.122967
All 64 6 14 32.5 -0.017516

Test for Equality of Medians of USEFUL_SOLUTIONS Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.658254 0.0973
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.697899 0.0895
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 4 6 28.625 -0.206811
GRAPHS 32 5 12 36.375 0.202917
All 64 5 18 32.5 -0.001947

Test for Equality of Medians of TOO_MUCH_INFO Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 0.389387 0.697
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 0.395133 0.6927
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 3 13 31.57813 -0.036828
GRAPHS 32 3 13 33.42188 0.065408
All 64 3 26 32.5 0.01429  
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Test for Equality of Medians of RELEVANT Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.503841 0.1326
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.545705 0.1222
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 5 9 28.98438 -0.171118
GRAPHS 32 6 18 36.01563 0.153656
All 64 5 27 32.5 -0.008731

Test for Equality of Medians of RIGHT_INFO Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.36957 0.1708
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.394354 0.1632
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 4 8 29.29688 -0.139042
GRAPHS 32 5 13 35.70313 0.129264
All 64 5 21 32.5 -0.004889

Test for Equality of Medians of USEFUL_ALT_ACTION Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 2.054355 0.0399
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 2.093171 0.0363
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 4 7 27.70313 -0.245216
GRAPHS 32 5 13 37.29688 0.229831
All 64 5 20 32.5 -0.007692

Test for Equality of Medians of SATISFACTION Test statistic P-value
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney 1.920083 0.0548
Wilcoxon/Mann-Whitney (tie-adj.) 1.974465 0.0483
VISUALIZATION Count Median Median Mean Rank Mean Score
TABLES 32 5 7 28.01563 -0.215191
GRAPHS 32 5 14 36.98438 0.20092
All 64 5 21 32.5 -0.007136  
 

Appendix 17: Results of Paired-Sign Test 
 
signtest  usmg= usmt
One-sided tests:
  Ho: median of usmg - usmt = 0 vs.
  Ha: median of usmg - usmt < 0
      Pr(#negative >= 11) =
         Binomial(n = 14, x >= 11, p = 0.5) =  0.0287 --> usmt signif icantly higher than usmg

signtest  usmcg= usmct
One-sided tests:
  Ho: median of usmcg - usmct = 0 vs.
  Ha: median of usmcg - usmct < 0
      Pr(#negative >= 11) =
         Binomial(n = 14, x >= 11, p = 0.5) =  0.0287 --> usmt signif icantly higher than usmg

signtest  satisfactiong= satisfactiont
One-sided tests:
  Ho: median of satisfac~g - satisfactiont = 0 vs.
  Ha: median of satisfac~g - satisfactiont > 0
      Pr(#positive >= 18) =
         Binomial(n = 25, x >= 18, p = 0.5) =  0.0216 --> satisfactiong signif icantly higher than satisfactiont  
 


